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Parking No. 1 on gripe list
Complaints received during
the
one·day event will be passNews Editor
G
Parking
ed
along
to the proper offices
Parking and the student acA
and the possibility of action will
tivity fee's failure to cover adStudent Activity Fee
I
be evaluated, Flood said.
mission to plays and musicials
''We're going to get those to
p
Food
Service
for class assignments topped
the
proper departments that
the list of complaints WednesE
Residence
could give us some feedback,"
day during the Student Governhe said.
ment Association's Gripe Day.
D
VIsitation
Flood also said he encourages
About 191 complaints were
.A.
students to use Gripe Day as a
received on Gripe Day, which
way to air their complaints
was conducted in the Faculty
about
the University and try to
0 10 20 30 40 50 60
Ha11 lobby and the Curris
get action taken on certain
Center, said Karl Flood, SGA
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON & LEANN BUCKLIN
University-wide issues. He said
University Affairs chairman. dent optmon on what they Flood said. "Obviously if 55 if students have issues on their
He said SGA received 58 gripes think the problems are," he people took the time to fill out a mind about the campus, they
about parking, 55 about the. said.
form, then it is a legitimate should voice the gripes
student activity fee, 29 about
Flood said the Gripe Day concern."
somehow such as through Gripe
food services, 10 about the allowed SGA to "get a pulse of
The Student Government Days.
residence halls, seven about the student feeling" on campus. Association discussed the ac"I'd like to make it into
visitation and 31 about
He said the parking com- tivity fee during its meeting something that gets student
miscellaneous matters.
plaints ranged from lack of Wednesday, but no action was opinion and gets something
Flood said he was pleased spaces to tickets being issued. taken.
done at the same time," Flood
Murray State University One gripe stated that MSU
Residence hall gripes ranged said. "We urge anybody constudent~ participated and aired
should build a parking garage from visitation to needed cerned with any issue to come
their complaints.
to alleviate the problem.
renovations in several halls. to the (SGA) meetings."
"I feel like more people took it
The second most popular com- Flood said several complaints
SGA meetings offer a public
seriously this time," he said. plaint involved the fact that were received from students forum at each meeting for
"It seemed like it was the big- students must pay to attend who believed they were "being students, faculty, staff or comgest number (of complaints) plays, musicals and other treated like children" concem- munity members to bring
we've ever had and on a variety cultural events for general ing visitation.
issues before the senate.
of subjects such as the student education classes in speech, art
In addition, a few complaints
SGA may sponsor another
Laurie Austin, a freshman math major from Evansville, Ind., activity fee."
were received about lighting on Gripe Day near the end of the
and music.
takes advantage of the opportunity to voice complaints.
"The intent is to solicit stu"I want to check into that," campus, Flood said.
semester, Flood said.
By LEIGH LANDINI
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Murrayans offer hospitality
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

A little Southern hospitality may be
the ltey to a wonderful Homecdriling at
Murray State University.
The MSU Student Alumni Association's Bed and Breakfast program is matching local hosts who are willing to open
their homes with alumni who need lodging during the Homecoming weekend.
"We sent forms to faculty, staff, chur·
ches to sec if we could interest people in
volunteering for the program," said
Rachel Olsen, vice president of alumni af.
fairs in SAA.
"This year's theme is 'Star·Spangled
Homecoming' and will honor al1 Murray
Stale University alumni veterans,"
Olsen said. "Lodging will be a bigger problem than ever because of the number of
veterans planning to participate."
All the local motels have had next
weekend booked for several months.
Laura Robinson of Shoney's Inn said
Homecoming reservations were made as
early as October 1, 1990.
"The best time to make a reservation is
around New Ycar':s,'' she said.

More host families are
needed. Anyone interested should contact the alumni affairs
office at 762-3737
Representatives from Eagle Inn, Holiday Inn and Murray Plaza Court said
many reservations will be made for next
year during this year's Homecoming.
Many motels within a 100·mile radius
of Murray are filled for Homecoming
weekend as well.
Comfort Inn in Paducah has only four
or five rooms left. for Homecoming
weekend, according 8 spokesperson for
the motel. Many of the motel's reservations have been made within the past few
weeks.
For many alumni, finding accommodations will be an impossible task unless
they are able to stay with a host family.
·•we appreciate the people in the community for opening their homes for

others who are unable to find accommodation during such an important
~." said Donna Herndon, director of
Alumni Affairs.
Many who have hosted alumni in their
homes in tbe past have enjoyed the experience. Mark Friend, interim chairman
for the department of occupational safety
and health, and his wife hosted an alumnus last year.
"It gave us the opportunity to meet a
fine fellow," Friend said. "He gave us in·
sight into Murray's past."
Friend said the weekend was fun, and
he recommends others open their homes.
"1 highly recommend faculty and staff
get involved," Friend said. Hit gives them
a chance to meet alumni from different
parts of the country and different
backgrounds and gives them a chance to
broaden their horizons.''
Olsen said alumni like staying with
local people.
"Alumni enjoy staying in people's
homes because it's a lot nicer than a
hotel," Olsen said. "I hope people see the
importance of the program and
volunteer."

MSU student charged with assault
By ERIC WALKER
Viewpoint Editor

A Murray State University
student was arrested Tuesday
on charges of fourth·degree
$ssault after a complaint was
filed by a female student over
the weekend, according to
police and public safety reports.
Frank Allen, a junior
physical education major from
Memphis, Tenn., was taken into custody by public safety officers Tuesdav and was held,
until bond was posted, in the
Calloway County Jail.
Joe Green, associate director
for the department of public
safety, said the incident occur-

red early Sunday morning in
Clark Hall.
"A male student assaulted 8
female student in Clark Hall,
which was witnessed by
several," he said.
In accordance with the
Buckley Amendment, Green
could not release the names of
those involved. Court records,
however provided the names of
Allen as well as Melissa M.
Jones of Murray as the plantiff.
According to the signed affidavit, Jones, a freshman radio
and television major, along
with four friends, entered Clark
Hall at 12:30 a .m . Sunday to
visit a friend. Allen reportedly

walked over to Jones and told
her not to be there after mid·
night. After an argument between them, the affidavit said,
Allen pushed J ones against a
wall.
Both Allen and Jones were
unable to be reached for
comment.
Green said the female (Jones)
was taken to the MurrayGalloway County Hospital,
where she was treated for injuries allegedly sustained in
the fight and was later
released.
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MSU full-time faculty broken down
by department and rank

BUSINESS & PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EDUCATION
ANE ARTS & COMMUNICATION
HUMANISTIC STUDIES
INDUSTRY & TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE
TOTAL

Please see ASSAULT

Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

"But he's such a nice guy. He would never do
anything like that."
"Maybe I did act interested. It was probably
my fault."
Those are common thoughts of date rape
victims.
Statistics show that one of every four college
women is a date rape victim.
As one Murray State University student tells
her story, learn what to do if it happens to you.
Stories on Page 5

Paducah vies for
four-year college
By MELANIE BUCKLIN
Editor In Chief

Murray State University has
joined with Paducah Communi·
ty College to silence talk of
needing a four-year college in
Paducah by acquainting them
with services already in their
backyard.
Last year 850 McCracken
County residents attended
MSU and 400 students are
enrolled at PCC in Murr·ay
State classes.
President Ronald J. Kurth
contends that Paducah does not
necessarily need its own college
because the two campuses are
already fulfilling the area's
needs very well.
"Murray State University is
a regional university by definition," he said. "MSU belongs to
· all the counties in the region, RO
Murray is Paducah's
university."
The renewed effort to emphasize MSU and PCC's
availability for people in the
region began after a committee
from Paducah expressed an interest in luring Bethel College
to Paducah from McKenzie,
Tenn.
Kurth said Paducah
residents' desire for a university may stem from ilJ.feelings
that the University was located
here instead of in Paducah in
the 1920s.
"Paducah feels it is a cente1·
of population and in a
municipal sense wants to be the
leader in western Kentucky,
and they think a four-year col·
lege would contribute to those
goals.
"And, this city is also proud of
the University and its pride
rests on the facilities and
qualities of University.

Strike up the bands
Saturday the MSU Racer Band will
host the 14th annual Festival of Champions at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Eighteen high school bands from
Kentucky and surrounding states will
compete for awards in classes A through
AAAA for drum major, percussion, color
guard and best overall band.
Prices for the preliminary competi·
tion, which begins at 11 :30 a.m., and
for the finals, which begin at 7 p.m., are
$4 for adults and $2 for children. Combination tickets are also available for
both sessions at $6 for adults and $4 for
children.

COUNTY EIIIOLlaT llliji
Below are the numbers of sta/• .
dents from surronding coum;es
who attended MSU in 1~.

Calloway
McCracken

1308
·850 .

~

Marshall
~raves

•

Ballard
"But, it is time to put those
feelings aside and work
together," he said.
Dr. Len O'Hara, president of
PCC, agreed with Kurth that '
the first step to providing the
best educations in the area is to
work together.
"There needs to be a personal
relationship between our two
schools. It needs to be one
where their are no hidden
motives," he said.
"With the advent of the new
technology center and the lnfor·
mat ion Park here there is an in·
creased need for technical
classes. We can work together
to make education grow," he.
said.
Kurth said the residents of
the cities must think
regionally.
"We cannot have narrow
focalized provincials, ·• he said.
Statistics show that' 75 percent of of PCC's students are
placebound or par~ially
placebound.
Please see COLLEGE
PageS
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'Habitat' builds

foundation
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Photo by LEIGH LANDINI

WORKING ON A GOLDMINE
Physical plant employees blacktop a parking lot at t he old
University Church of Christ. Though the number of spaces
have not been determined yet, officials hope to have the lot
for faculty, commuters and staff opened by next week.

Pre-certification
program initiated
By JAMES G. LOCKWOOD
Staff Writer

Murray State University
employees, including students,
now have access to a state·
mandated pre-certification pro·
gram that covers planned and
emergency services.
The program, sponsored by
state workmen's compensation,
went into effect Tuesday.
Under the Medical Utilization Review Program, state
employees are required to get
apprbval for all planned
surgery before hospital admission that is to be paid for by the
state. They must receive ap-

proval within 24 hours of ad·
mission or the next working
day for emergency cases.
Robbie J . Marine, benefits
specialist, said all Murray
State University employees are
affected by the program. ·
"It covers all employees who
are hurt on the job, including
students (who work for the
University)," she said.
Though it sounds like more
red tape for the employee,
Marine said the injured party
will not have any extra
paperwork.
"The doctor or hospital will
have that responsibility," she
said.

The Murray-Calloway County chapter of Habitat for
Humanity is looking for
volunteers to help provide housing for deserving families, and
a student organization is forming at Murray State
University.
An organizational meeting
for the student chapter will be
at 7 p.m., Monday in the Tennessee Room at the Curris
Center.
William Lalicker, professor of
English, said the MurrayCallaway chapter has had
students either through their
church or campus ministry
become involved in campus
chapters, and they are hoping
to have a larger number of
students involved in the
program.
"We're now in the process of
trying to get a more organized
campus chapter and to get officers and volunteers for it. I
would be interested in having
any student who wants to get
involved in it give me a call
because we need to get a list of
people going," Lalicker said.
He said one student, Mark
Wallace of Murray, became involved with the project through
his social fraternity, Lambda
Chi Alpha. The fraternity
members have helped renovate
houses for the elderly and those
on fixed incomes as one of their
philanthropic projects.
"It's really a great program,"
he said, "and it's the kind of
thing that anyone who cares
about their fellow human being
can get involved in."
The Murray -Calloway
chapter was founded in 1988
and has received a lot of support from the community,
Lalicker said.
"There are a lot of good peo·
ple in Murray who wanted to do
something for social justice,
and by word of mouth more people heard about it and got interested in it."
The national program began

WELCOME BACK
M.S.U.

NEWSBRIEFS
One more chance
Seniors who did not have their yearbook photos taken in
September will have another chance later this month.
Photographers from Yearbook Associates will be on campus Oct. 21-23. Pictures will be taken from 8:30a.m. to 4:30
p.m. on the third floor of the Currie Center. No appointments
are necessary.

in 1976 with the idea of helping
people in America and abroad
obtain decent housing. The program now has approximately
325 affiliates throughout the
United States.
"Habitat for Humanity, on a
Frat receives charter
national and international
The Xi Omega chapter of Alpha Phi Omega service fraterlevel, is an organization
nity
at Murray State University received its national charter
dedicated to providing housing
during a ceremony Sunday.
for people who might not otherThe charter was presented by the regional director, the secwise be able to afford it. It is
thought of by some as a charity, ' tional chairman and several representatives from regional
fraternity chapters.
but it isn't," Lalicker said.
The chapter was established three years ago and has par"What it does, is it identifies
ticipated in numerous service projects, such as Jump Rope for
families who are in need of deHeart, Operation Troop Support, the Adopt-a-Mile program,
cent housing. Maybe they're
Special Olympics, food baskets for Thanksgiving and a
living in substandard housing
Valentine banquet for senior citizens.
or overcrowded conditions."
Lalicker said the group helps
The fraternity's biggest project is the annual dis-Ability
people buy a house by minimizAwareness Week each spring. Activities during the week
ing the cost through fundraishelp educate people about the difficulties students with
ing, donations of materials by
disabilities face on the MSU campus.
local businesses and donations
of labor by either professionals
Law school hosts open houses
or amateurs in the community.
"It also attempts to build
The Salmon P. Chase College of Law at Northern Kentucky
links between people," Lalicker University will hosting a series of open houses for people in·
said. "The people who are to terested in applying for law school.
receive the house put time into
Open houses are set for 9 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Monday and
the program. They work on
Nov. 4. Advance registration is required.
their own bouse and also agree
to work on other houses that
the program is preparing for in·
dividuals."
By using this kind of system,
the program is able to build a
bouse for a family of four in a
Sept. 27
nice location in Murray for
8:08 p.m. - A resident of Hart Hall reported that two
about $20,000.
males, one wearing a black jacket, chased him from the
"The family who gets the
Waterfield Library then stood outside Hart Hall.
house is chosen by a commitee's
review of their needs, and we
Sept. 29
have plenty of families around
12:57 a.m.- Public safety received a call from the Murrayhere who need it and can pay
Callaway County Hospital emergency room informing them
something toward it but
that a young woman there reported "being jumped'' at Clark
wouldn't be able to buy a house
Hall and requesting an officer. An arrest warrant was issued
at the average price of $80,000
on Monday and served to a Murray State student for fourthto $100,000," Lalicker said.
degree assault. The student was arrested Tuesday and taken
Families that are selected pay
to the district jail.
off the cost of the home over a
period of 20 years through mon·
Sept. 30
thly payments applied to an
1:36 p.m. - Dorthy Miller of Winslow Cafeteria called to
interest-free mortgage. These
report a student who refused to show his card before beginnpayments are in turn used to
ing to eat.
build homes for other Habitat
families.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and ron'lpiled by
He said 10,000 houses have
April Dumanski, reporter, from materials available to the
been built in the national
public from the public safety department.
program.

POUCEBEAT

C{assic Pizza
Central Center ( next to Big B Cleaners)
759-1561
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Give Us A Try- The First One's On Us!!
Sun-Thur

11 a.m.-

I
I

Classic Pizza
18" Classic Party
P1zz

a

Midnight I

I

I

regular: $11.99

Special: $10.99

I

I
: Frl-Sat
11a.m.'
1 -1 a.m .
I

I
I
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THE PERFECT
COUPLE •••

NATURE AND
SCIENCE
Our salon supports
uniting the natural a~
proach to beauty and
responsiveness to our
delicate environment.

Necessary
Rouglmeu (PG)

Boyzlnthe
Hood

Only

3900.

Systeme Biolage· by
Matrix combines the
legendary powers of
herbal remedies with
the uplifting effects
of Aromascience'..
fragrances in ecoefficient packaging.

per month

Responsive Hair Care
in Harmony With You r
World.
Date: Oct, 14-10

Ti,me; 9

e,m. • 3 am.

-

Required; $10

Z E

wmatrtx

P lace; Vnivenity Bookstore
~ ii5
Meet with your Joat.ens representative for full details. See
our complete ring selection on display in your collete
bookstore.

Get That "Winning Styles" Look
For Homecoming At

REBD[INES
112 Dtxleland Center

(502) 753-0882

Go Racers!!
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Murray's recruiting season under way
By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

- - - - -- -

Recruiting season has kicked
into high gear for Murray State
University's school relations
office.
"It just started about two
weeks ago," said Allison Marshall, admissions counselor. "It
started the second week of
September, and we'll go to
about the first of December. So
it's almost three full months of
active recruiting."
Marshall said the office
markets the University
through radio advertising,
word of mouth and visits to
high schools in the five-state
region of Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee and Missouri.
"Another way that Murray
will pull people in is by getting
them down here to visit the
University, and usually when
they come down here after the
flrst trip they fall in love with
it," Marshall said. "It's a
beautiful town and it's a good
community, and the students
see that.
"We also have a video that I
put together along with a pro·
duction company out of
Paducah. We told them what
we were looking for and the
kind of student we were looking
to recruit," she said. "We
wanted the video to be upbeat

and exciting and to show, even
though Murray is a small town,
what quality of institution it is,
and that it can be a lot of fun .
We think social interaction is
very important for a student's
success."
The video has been
distributed to more than 500
high schools in the recruiting
area as a resource for guidance
counselors who may have
students interested in MSU.
Paul Radke, director of school
relations, said the office also
reaches students through mail·
ing lists.
"We will do a tremendous
amount of direct mail," Radke
said. "We'll send information
directly to the student's home,
and we have what we call in omoffice a 24-month cycle. So, if
you were a high school junior
and you visited us or requested
some information in the fall of
your junior year, we have a cycle that will take you through a
series of mailings and events
all the way until you are actually a freshman two years from
now.
"We have over the last couple
of years done an extensive
amount of radio marketmg and
advertising," he said. "What
we've done this year is to target
specific events that we are
sponsoring.

"We don lot of
telemarketing," Radke said .
"We do that two wavs. We use
my staff and stude;1ts to call
prospective students, plus w e
use faculty to make phone calls.
"What we do in our office is
each of us will be responsible
for a certain geographic tel'l'itory, and the counselors , in cluding myself, are responsible
for each of the high l'lchools in
that area,·· he ~aid . ''Back on
campus, each of us has administrative responsibilities in
terms of just making this whole
thing work." ·
Marshall said the office also
gives tours of the campus on an
individual or a group basis.
''We'll take you anytime,"
Marshall said. "We don't care if
you just walk in. But if you give
us a couple of dayR, wt.>re able
to set up faculty appointments
for you and put you up in the
dorm overnight and let you get
the real feel of what college is
like."
Both Marshall and Radke
agree that although MSU may
not be for everybody, they will
try to get everyone to come take
a look at it.
"If we were to go farther
away than, say, within a threehour driving distnnce from
MmTay, which is where a majority of studentR come from.

Photo illustration by LEIGH LANDINI

Correspondence between the University and prospective students Is kept active through the use
of pamphlets, postcards and other literature.
then we would look at specific
types of students,'' Radke said.
" The farther away you get, the
more you have to look at different characteristics of the student. The closer in, Murray

Staff Report

record-size ~phomore, junior
and senior classes. Statistics for
full-time students show that
there were a record 1,434
sophomores, 1,461 juniors and
1,863 seniors.
"This is the largest
undergraduate enrollment we
have ever had," Bryan said.
"This is the same all over
Kentucky."
The increased enrollment is a
result of more students in Kentucky attending college, Bryan
said.
" What's happening is that
over the last several years mo1·e
people are going to colleges in
Kentucky," he said.

Undergraduate enrollment
for the fall semester at Murray
State University has reached
its second-highest number,
which is a 2 percent increase
over last year's enrollment
statistics.
Undergraduate enrollment
through last week included
7,022 students, and the combined undergraduate and graduate
enrollment of 8,215 marks the
fifth -highest enrollment in
Murray State history. The
highest enrollment was in 1976
at 8.~50 students.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissiom; and records, said the
cni'Ollment statistics show

supportive and very bard working," said
Allison Marsha11, admissions coun!lelor and
Ambassador co-adviser. "They don't get paid
for their work, and they sometimes work as
hard as I do."
Ambassadors are Mark Whitt, president;
Holly Kendall; Josh Duvall; Amy Smith; Gina
Lage; Leigh Waddle; Mark Miller; Leigh Landini; Jurgen Joslin; Jim Ray; Melanie Bucklin
Ellingsworth; Molly Myers; Kelly Briggs:
Jackie Travis; Christy Eickhoff; Rachel Mor·
risette; Heather Clauson; Beverly Hickey;
Amy Bugg; Scott Sosna; Mike Ellerbusch;
Amy Rushing; Sabrina Edelen; Paul Cartee;
Penny Eastridge; Jason Han-od; Tar~ Tucker;
and Rennie Church. Donna Herndon is also an
adviser.

Giving campus tours to prospective Murray
State University students and serving as
hosts and hostesses for the University are two
of the main functions of the Student
Ambassadors.
The 28 Student Ambassadors work with the
school relations and alumni affairs offices to
assist with University-related functions, such
as Homecoming, Parent's Weekend and
Alumni Weekend. They also help recruit high
school students in the five-state area through
recruiting visits and Fall Senior Days.
Ambassadors are selected each spring dur·
ing interviews. Criteria for membership in·
elude completion of 12 credit hours and a 2.75
grade point average.
"It's a wonderful group of students that is so

"You have to be responsive to
their needs and make sure
you're giving them the appropriate information a bout
what Murray is like," Marshall
said.

Enrollment ·up 2 percent

Students help with recruiting
Staff Report

State has a responsibility for
being accessible to everyone.
We are a regional institution,
which means we serve our ser·
vice region, and we need to be
available to everybody."

The record numbers in upperclassmen can be attributed
to a large freshman class two
years ago and a large transfer
student population three years
ago, Bryan said.
Freshman enrollment,
however, is down 8 percent.
Bryan said the reason for the
decline is the result of smaller
graduating classes in the
state's high schools.
"There aren't as many
freshmen enrolling because
more are going to community
colleges," he said. "However,
about 1994, it should pick up
when the graduating classes
get larger."
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Date rape reality
at many colleges
A scream breaks through the silence of the night.
Another victim falls prey to date rape.
The words date rape tend to bring to mind images
too horrible to describe and scenes so gruesome that
they make it hard to believe that such things could
happen, even on a campus like Murray State
University's.
But, the truth be told, they do.
Some startling statistics on rape include:
•one in four women in college is raped, and the
majority are by someone they know.
•A woman is raped every six minutes.
•Rape has increased four times as fast as overall
criminal rape in the past decade.
IIA.cquaintance rape is believed to account for 75
percent of all rapes.
One of the most tragic and unfortunate realities
of rape is that, in many cases, the victims remain
silent and do not report the crime. Those victims
who do report the crimes sometimes choose not to
press charges against the assailant.
Their reasoning for doing so may stem from a feeling of guilt - as if they, somehow, are to blame for
the incident - or from fear of repercussions and of
what others might say.
Furthermore, silence in cases of rape can be
detrimental, for not reporting such a crime only
allows the rapist to get away with it. Others must
be protected, and can be with a call to the police.
Simply informing the proper authorities that a
rape has occured can, quite possibly, save someone
else from a similar fate.
Also, in many instances, the victims withdraw
themselves from their surroundings. They may
become depressed and even suicidal. At this stage,
help is needed to save the victim from a personal
hell.
Murray State's Counseling and Testing Center,
as well as hospitals, such as Murray-Callaway
County Hospital and Western Baptist Hospital in
Paducah, and area churches can offer counseling to
help vicitms of date rape overcome their physical
and emotional anguish. There is also a rape crisis
hotline (1-422-RAPE) provided by Western Baptist
Hospital. You may be suprised how much talking to
someone who cares can help.
To slow down this tragedy, men must respect the
physical and sexual rights of women.
Just because a man asks a woman out for a date,
buys her dinner and takes her to a movie, that does
not give him the authority to force sex upon her
with expectations of something in return for a night
out on the town. Such thinking is ludicrous.
To paraphrase Shakespeare, a rose by any other
name would still bear thorns. The same is true of
date rape. By any other name, it is still rape!
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Book banning:
who's to decide
what is right?
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'Date rape 6y any
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Adults must listen to children about abuse
Listening to A. recent
newscast, I heard a story that
almost brought me to tears.
The story involved a young
girl who was handcuffed to a
shower, burned with scalding
water and beaten with a
hammer.
It's hard to believe, but it's
true.
According to the news report,
authorities were calling it the
worst case of child abuse in U.S.
history. Thank God, a friend of
the child's grandmother told
police about the incident and
had the child's parents
arrested.
It is hard to comprehend how
people can do such a thing to
their own child. It is hard to im·
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agine this happening in
America, but it does happen.
One of the saddest things
about child abuse is that often
no one believes the children
who are the victims. The stories
are too outlandish. and, I sup·
pose, it is because we do not
want to acknowledge that such
things occur.
I guess I could give you a lot
of statistics, but what would

that matter? The fact still re·
mains that child abuse does
happen. It may even be happen·
ing to someone you know.
,
In a newsletter titled
"Believe the Children" the
author wrote, "Please, believe
the children. This is no fantasy.
It is happening and has been
happening for many years."
When I heard that newscast, I
admit that I thought it was just
too horrible to be true- I didn't
want to believe it. But we
should believe and we must
believe.
No matter how hard it is to
comprehend, by listening and
·
· h
believing, we JUSt mJg t save
some child's life.

False expectations lead to date rape
To the Editor:
Gentlemen, let us think about
an issue that affects us all in
one way or another. It's an
issue which did not emerge
overnight, but its present
notoriety was and is caused by
the alleged rapes perpetrated
by William Kennedy Smith and
Mike Tyson.
Rape is rape! Whether someone tries to diminish the
brutal nature of this violent act
or diffuse the responsibility of
the perpetrator by adding
labels such as "acquaintance"
or "date," it is still the violent
act of a perpetrator or
perpetrators upon a victim.

Rape is a crime of violence; it
is not sex. "The motivation for
rape is self-gratification by the
violent control of another person . . . to humiliate and
degrade another person" (Rape
Victim Services, 1991).
Too often in our society, the
victim of a rapist is forced to
share some of the blame for the
crime perpetrated upon her; but
guys, if a woman says no to sexual advances, even after initial
sexual conduct, you must accept that she means no.
Just because you buy a
woman dinner , drinks or
anything else, for that matter,
it does not mean that the
woman owes you sex. Think

about it. If you were to head
down south with your best
friend and he bought you three
or four beers, does that mean
you have to have sex with him?
Of course not.
If we concentrate on these
areas, it will help to relieve
some of the stress and frustration encountered while dating
or simply making friends with
members of the opposite sex,
and in turn cut down on the occurance of rape on our campus
(it does happen here) and in our
society as a whole.
John P. Williams
Senior

Fine arts slighted by activity fee guidelines
To the Editor:
In response to your question
of our views on whether or not
the student activity fee could
use a better system, I say YES!
There are two defmite problems
that I see with the activity fee.
The first problem I see is the
lack of an explanation. The majority of students on campus do
not know what their activity
fee is used for. Perhaps printing
an itemized list of fee uses
would be appropriate.
Another problem I see is the
nonrepresentation of the arts
within the fee.
If all students are required to
pay the fee, then all students

should be able to find at least
one activity included in the fee
that they enjoy attending. Just
as some students may not want
to pay a portion of their activity
fee for a fine arts production,
some may not want to pay a
portion of their fee to ball
games . There mus t be a
compromise.
To s light the fine arts on our
campus by not allowing our ac·
tivity fee to cover fine arts
events is pure discrimination. I
feel that all students on campus
are entitled to a choice. We are
all individuals and should be
allowed to view a concert or a
play if we choose.

It is a matter of being fair as
far as the whole campus is concerned. If students are re·
quired, for example, to pay at
the door to see a play and they
cannot afford it, they will not be
able to see the play. If a play is
free, I feel more students would
attend.
Given a choice, students
would be able to explore different events on campus, thus
bringing the students of MSU
together.
Letitia Usher
Senior
Speech Comm. and
Theater major

Imagine walking into a
library and seeing that all the
shelves are bare. There are no
copies of Gone With the Wind or
The Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn, no novels by Charles
Dickens or fairy tales by Hans
Christian Anderson.
Some people would like it
that way; those books and
authors are among those that
have been banned, according to
the resource book "Banned
Books Week '91: Celebrating
the Freedom To Read. •·
It's easy to brush the book·
banning issue off and think
that it can only happen
somewhere else, like, say, in
Nazi Germany, where burning
books became some sort of
twisted form of amusement
under Adolf Hitler's reign. But
banning books is not isolated to
any one section of any one country. It has even occurred in this
area.
The Graves County school
district banned William
Faulkner's As 1 Lay Dying in
1986 because it contained "offensive and obscene passages
referring to abortion and used '
God's name in vain," according
to The Paducah Sun. The deci· 1
sion was later reversed by the
district because of negative '
publicity.
The Graves County school
district apparently thought the
descriptions of the characters'
actions .surrounding that ev~
were not something that h1g
school students need to be
reading.
Just try for a minute to im·
agine a world with no
references in books to such real·
life happenings as abortion or
dying or hunger. It would be a
pretty one-dimensional world,
because books that deal only
with "happy thoughts" would
in no way be realistic in today's, or for that matter, yester·
day's society.
Burying your head in the
sand has not, and will not,
make major social problems
disappear.
You have to wonder what
kind of world it would be if
those people who spent so much
time worrying about books
spent that time instead trying
to solve such real-life issqes as
homelessness and illiteracy.
One of the main arguments of
those who ban books or want
certain ones taken out of public
schools, is that children should
not be exposed to adult issues.
But how are children expected
to learn about those issues and
how to deal with them if they
think nothing bad ever happens
in their world?
Another argument for a proponent of banning might be
that children are not old
enough to understand an issue,
and that it might upset them if
they were to read about it.
Who decides when someone is
"old enough" to be told about
an issue? Children usually
develop at different stages, and
although two children may be
the same age, one may have
more of an ability to deal with
an issue than the other one has.
Finally, the one question that
cannot be answered involves
just how one goes about
deciding if a book contains
questionable material. Another
person's idea of racism or sexually explicit material will pro·
bably not match up with my
ideas about those issues.
In fact, almost anything can
be found objectionable by some
people. Ballets or plays would
be out of the question because
men jump around in tights, and
even the national anthem,
"The Star-Spangled Banner,"
could be considered violent
with all of those bombs
bursting in air.
See, once you get started it's
easy to just keep going and find
things wrong with everything
around you.
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Dating becomes a risky business
Date rape often unreported

Victim of rape·
tells her story

as external ones."
Allbrjtten said no one at
Staff Wnter
Counseling and Testing will be
Most people picture the rape
judgmental of the victim.
scenario complete witb a
"It is not our role to judge
pyschotic stranger waiting in a
whether it did or did not occur,"
dark parking lot for his opporAllbritten said. "We are here to
tunity to prey on innocent
work with victims on an inwomen. But rape involves
dividual basis."
much more than that.
Date rape, acquaintance rape,
Allbritten said the choice of
social rape and silent rape all
whether to report the rape or
refer to one thing: a sexual
not is entirely up to the woman.
assault against a woman that is
"We will not notify the police,
committed by someone the vic·
the victim's parents or campus
tim knows.
authorities unless the victim
Because date rape is commit·
gives her permission," he said.
STRATEGIES TO
ted by a familiar person, many
Allbritten said the main conwomen do not report the
P R EVENT DATE RAPE
cern of the Counseling and
assault.
Testing Center is to see that the
• Express yourself clearly
•Go to a hospital
William L. Allbritten, direcvictim receives the support she
Know your needs and wishes.
See a doctor immediately for
tor of the Counseling and
needs.
Decide what sex means to you
treatment of any injuries and
Testing Center, said the frrst
Another option for victims in
and be honest. Don't let a man
for other tests, which can pro·
thing a woman should do after
need
of counseling is support
being assaulted is call the
assume you're going to bed
vide important medical evi·
from
Rape Victim Services, a
police.
with him.
dance.
private,
non-profit organization
"After reporting the assault
that
provides
free and confiden·
to the police," AllbriLten said, • Beware of alcohol and other • Report the rape
tial
service
for
this area. The
drugs
"the victim should get to the
Irs your decision whether to
phone
number
for
its 24-hour
emergency room."
It's much harder for you to be
report the rape to the police.
crisis line is 1-442-RAPE.
He said seeking medical atin control of the situation if
And whether to press charges,
Allbritten said it is important
tention immediately after beyou're under the Influence of
but you are strongly encourfor
the victim to remember that
ing raped is very imporLant for
these substances.
aged
to
do
so.
she
is not to blame for the
two reasons. "First, we need to
• Seek counseling
crime.
collect physical evidence," he • Avoid secluded places
"Rape is a complex crime that
Don't go to a beach, park or
said, "then we need to deter·
Whether or not you report the
reflects an attitude toward
mine if there has been physical
deserted place with someone
rape and press charges, you
women that devalues the vicdamage. The victim will be
you have just met. Suggest
should consult a trained rapetim's
self worth," Allbritten
tested for sexually transmitted
meeting at public places or
crisis counselor, hospital, rape
said.
diseases and given birth control
going out with a group or double
crisis center or mental health
Knowing the perpetrator
counseling."
date.
center.
creates even more emotional
If the victim does not report
the rape, Allbritten urges that Source: COUNSELING AND TESTING
Graphic by ROB WILKERSON stress than not knowing the
she still seek immediate
assailant, he said.
medical attention.
"We would like to see them,
health for the exam."
"Date rape is still rape,"
"She should get a physical exThe victim should also go to just to chat," Allbritten said. Allbritten said. "Rape is (a
amination as soon as possible," the Counseling and Testing "We would like to work on result oO the man's problem,
he said. "She can go to student Center.
some internal remedies as well not the victim's."
By SHERRY DICKINSON

l'~

RePorting begins
the legal process
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

----

Rape is a crime, and whether
the victim knows her asRailant
or not, officials say, !'he should
report it.
Frank Julian, associate pro·
fessor of legal studies, said a
woman should report rape to
the police immediately.
"Going to the police begins
the process that someone is
alleging a violent crime took
place," Julian said. "From
there, the police will ask for a
statement and begin processing
the claim."
Julian said date rapes are
often hard to prove in court.
''Society's view of aquaintance
rape is suspicious," he said,
"and it is not a crime to be
taken lightly."
Befo1·e an arrest can be made,
he said, the police and the pro·
secuting attorney must believe
a crime has been committed.
"The prosecuting attorney
will want to talk to the victim
and any witnesses,'' Julian
said.
He said the decision of
whether it is a valid claim
relies on a personal judgement
of the prosecuting attorney and
the police.
"This is a crime that is nearly
as serious as murder,'' Julian
said.
After an arrest has been
made, the prosecuting attorney
will have to decide if there is
enough evidence to convince a
jury a crime was committed,
Julian said. If so, the next step
is going to the grand jw·y.
"There must be convincing
evidence, such as physical
evidence and oral testimony,"
he said. "The jury must believe
it was not a willing act."
Julian said some of the things
the jury considers are whether
the alleged victim ran for help.
whether she told anyone about
the attack, whether there was
physical trauma and whether
she seemed emotionally
traumatized.
"After the grand jury delivers
a true bill, the case will go to
trial," Julian said. "The jury
must be convinced beyond a
shadow of a doubt, despite the
circumstances, that it was a

"This is a crime
that is nearly as
serious as
murder. "
Frank Julian
Associate professor of
legal studies

case of forced sexual
intercourse."
If the defendant is found guilty. he will go to jail, Julian said,
but only a small percentage of
defendants in date rape cases
do jail time.
"It's a hard crime to prove.
It's not like murder, where you
can see the dead body," he said.
The best thing a woman can
do is take steps to prevent date
rape, Julian said. If she feels
she is in a dangerous situation
and the assailant's only weapon
iR his muscle, then, Julian, said
she should resist.
Another option for women is
pursuing a civil suit.
''While money can never bring back what you were before
the rape and undo the trauma,
it can be satisfying," Julian
said.
Often the man will settle out
of court to avoid the embatTassment of a civil suit.
"Even if a woman doesn't win
in court, she has already won
something," Julian said. "A
civil suit will damage his name
and it may teach him
something.''
Julian said there are advan·
tages in pursuing a civil suit.
First, many states don't require
unanimous juries. Second, the
jury doesn't have to be convinced beyond a shadow of a doubt.
"I'm surprised more women
don't choose to file civil suits,"
Julian said.
The most important thing to
remember is to report the crime
immediately, Julian said.
"When you delay," 'he said,
"you are t·educi ng your chances
of prosecuting the defendant."
Victims must tell someone
immediately after the rape, he
said. and loved ones should be
told as soon as possible.
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To Go

The author of the following personal account, a student at
Murray State University, has chosen to remain anonymous
because of concerns about how family and friends would feel
about her going public. She, however, wanted to tell her story
so that female students would know that rape can happen to
them, and if it already has, they are not alone.
Being victimized is a difficult experience to handle. For
those of you who have been victims in some way or another,
try to understand that you are not alone. I know the feelings
you have survived. For those of you who haven't, try to
remember that you have been lucky, to be careful, and that it
can happen to you.
While in high school, I began dating a guy I'll call "Bill,"
who was a few years older than I was. Our relationship
became much too serious much too quickly for me to handle,
and by my senior year, things between us had gone sour.
During that time, I turned to a close friend from another
county, "John." There was never any romance in our rela·
tionship. He listened and offered a sympathetic ear.
On the night of John's graduation, he did something he had
never done before: he kissed me and told me he was in love
with me. I said we would talk about it later.
I told Bill what happened, but all he did was shrug. Two
days later. I talked to John on the phone. He wanted me to
come over so we could talk- no strings attached. He knew
that friendship was all I wanted. I told him I would think
about it. Bill would not talk to me about John, and we
argued. So, I went to see John.
John lives a good distance outside a very small town, and
he was home alone. Everything was fine. We talked, laughed
and ordered pizza. I thought everything was going to go back
to normal. Then it happened.
He grabbed me and started kissing me. I tried to pull away,
but I was not strong enough. He kept telling me he loved me,
and then he kept saying "I want you" over and over. He car·
ried me to the upstairs bedroom, and he raped me. I didn't
fight. I didn't scream. I knew no one would hear me, a nd I
wasn't strong enough to fight. He finally let me go, and I left.
When John attacked me, I felt trapped and alone - most
likely because that was my situation. I felt sick. I have
always tried to be a straightforward and trusting person, and
John had been my friend for more than two years. I felt
betrayed and dirty. I took up to three and four showers a day
for about a month. I could never wash myself enough to feel
clean.
A week after I moved to Murray, I completely ended the
relationship with Bill. I had never told him or anyone else.
Accepting that I had been raped was the hardest thing I
had ever done. I felt guilty, like it was my fault that I had
been victimized. John told me I wanted him. He said that I
should have known what was going to happen. I felt like I
was in the wrong for trusting a person who had been my
friend for two years.
John went even further in making me feel responsible for
his actions. He continued to call me and write me letters
about every other month. Every time I started to put my life
back together, it seemed, I would get another letter or phone
call. Like more than half of the rape victims in this country, I
just took the abuse and never reported my attacker.
Soon I befriended two young men, "Tim" and "Jerry."
Somehow, I'll never know how, I began letting them tear
down the wall I had been hiding behind. Jerry was the first
person I told and Tim was the second. I expected them to
leave !DC as soon as I told them, but they didn't. They support
and love me. I know I can depend on them, even though it is
hard for me to do sometimes.
I did not want to write this story- my story. J erry told me
he knew it would be hard, but he was there for me. He also
said he thought it would be good for me to write this down.
Maybe he was right. Only time will tell, and I have all the
time in the world.

FOR HELP L.-1-.;:;....;;;_.........____.

•

Rape Victim Services - 1·442-RAPE
A 24-hour crisis hotline'that can offe(tegal and '
medical advice, counseling and referrals to the
appropriate community resources.
• MSU Counseling and Testing Center - 762·6851. ,,
The 'staff will provide counseling and se:e tliat the-.:.
victim gets the medical attention needed.
·
• Student Health Services - 762-3809
This service can provide ~he, victim.with.,im,-nediate ,
'· medical attention.
~-- .,
::c .
• ;.
.....
• Public Safety - 762-2222
The personnel can be notified of the attack and
assist with legal aspects.
.,.
• Campus Ministers
· ''
They can also give the victim supp6rt and coun-·
seling
•'

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON

Rape victim often knows attacker
Staff Report

Most people know that date
rape is a prevalent problem in
today's society, but no one ever
thinks it will happen to her.
Perhaps that is what many victims thought before they
became statistics.
College women are especially
susceptible to date rape because
of the atmosphere and the trust
they feel toward male
acquaintances.
Last spring four date rapes
were reported to the Counseling and Testing Center, and
one was reported to public safety, said William L. Allbritten,
director of the Counseling and
Testing Center. Of those, only
one female prosecuted. The FBI
estimates that only 10 percent
of all rapes are reported, and
approximately only three in
100 reports result in a
conviction.
Those statistics are comparable to the national
average!S, according to numbers
published by the Rape Victim
Services, which said one out of
every four women will be
as!'laulted in her lifetime. According to the statistics, one out of
every 6,000 females over the
age of 12 will report being
raped this year
According to the book I Neuer

RAPES REPORTED AT KENTUCKY
UNIVERSITIES IN 1990 . ._·,.(_ _____.. .
University of Kentucky

2

University of Louisville

2

Murray State University

1

Morehead State University

1

Northern Kentucky University

0

Kentucky State University

0

Eastern Kentucky University

0

Source: CRIME IN KENTUCKY 1990

Called It Rape by Robin Warshaw, the vast majority of these
rapes will be committed by someone the victim knows and
often trusts. The book also
characterized the victims of
rape as being basically popular,
socially active, strong,
noticeable girls. Certainly,
however, rape victims are not
only girls with those
characteristics.

WHAT MEN
SHOULD KNOW I or·• ~,1
Men can help prevent rape by
knowing their sexual rights and
responsibilities. Men do not
have the right to pressure or
force a woman to have sex,
even if:

• He paid for her dinner
or a night out.
• He has had sex with
her before.
• She agrees to have
sex with him, then
changes her mind.
• She dresses provocatively, flirts or "comes
on" to him.

Graphic by ROB WILKERSON
According to an article in the
July 23, 1990, issue of
Newsweek, ''The Mind of the
Rapist" by David Gelman and
Karen Springen, a woman is
raped every six minutes in a
criminal act thai has increased
four times as fast as the overall
crime rate in the past 10 years.
Acquaintance rape is believed
to account for more than 75 percent of all incidents.

• He met her at a bar or
picked her up hitchhiking.
• He thinks women enjoy being forced to
have sex or want to ·
be persuaded.
Graphic by LEANN BUCKLIN

lly .lA-G. LOCKWOOD
ttul• • 11..._ Edlor

Provost James Booth

preeentecl to the Paculty Senate
Tue...y the new atudent
evaluation JD'OII'8ID recommedecl by the student evaluation
committee eatabliahed last

NOftlllber.

BriDiinl topther recommendation• from faculty, adminbultratioD and Dationalexperta. the committee preeented
an evaluation that ia to be
modeled after th.e uaecl by the
UDivenity ~ WuhiDgton.
''The University of
Wuhington fonD did not have
any flawa," said Joe Cart-

wright, chairman of the
committee.
Booth, who taupt at the
University of Waab.iDit.on for
two yean and had uaed the
evaluations before, said he liked the evaluationa choeen by
the committee.
"We will aee a greater emphaaie on teaching and the role
of teaching and research on
campus," he said.
Under the University of
Waahington format, departments will chooee one of Dine
dift"erent evaluations depending on the type of claaa in
whlch a teachw ia to be
evaluated.
"It is posaible to tailor the

'rbe biaeat chaDp of the
evaluatiou, however, is the
weirht liven to thea

" I am Urecl of
waiting and
waiting and
waiting.''

Canwrtrht Aid atudent

evaluatioM will DOt be the ciDly
criteria Ulad to rate a profeuor.
Aapecta of currency in the fteld
o1 audy aloaa with reaeard1

...... lloall'l
PnMIIt

willbeu.l
"Studeat ratmp are not
evaluatiou," he said. '-rbere
are profeMicmal criteria that
lhouhl be Ullld."
'l'bouah a date hu DOt beaD
l8t to belin the DeW evalua·
tiOM, Booth aaicl he ia ready to
. . WDp st.arted.
"I am tired of waitm, aad
waitiJia aDd waitiDg," he aaid.

Lab mandated for ROTC students
81111Aiport

Enrollment in MtuTay State
Unive~eity'a Re.erve Ofticen'
TraiDiDa Carpe CBOTC> haa increuecl far aophomore students
but declined for freshmen
llhldeaU.
Capt. Todd Harrilon, aaais-

tant profeaaor of military
8Cience, aaid the number of
fieebmeD enteriDI the PJ'OII'8ID
this year haa declined from 100
atudents to 86. He aaid
eopbomon enrOllment haa increuecl by eirht students from
last year'• ftpree.

Harrison said the decreaee in
freshman students ia a result of
4 new mandatory laboratory
created created to give students
"banda -on" leadership
experience.
The lab, mandatory for all
ROTC students, ranging from
freshmen to seniors, provides
such activities aa weapons
drills, map reading, color guard
practice and land naviption
courses. Harrison said the lab
gives students a chance to learn
and improve on leadership
skills and management akilla.

One NMGB few the new labia
to help the lftll'aJD turn out ef.
fective ......, Barrt.on said.
The declbae in freahman
ROTC aroilment daee have a
pollit.lve liM. llarriaolllaid the
omcera have had more time to
C0D1:8J1Vate

Oil

recruitiJta

0D

the ICiphomore level.

,...,._ quality of the recruita
haa Improved," Harrison l8icL
''Studema have m,her poade
point
8Dd Ac:f ecoree,
and they are in better phyaical
condition than in previous

a....,.

yean."

CALENDAR

----·
"·
...............
011.7

l llunlay Oct. I

Phyeical conditioning for

ROTC atudenta, known u
''phyaieal trainiDg," fa oon-

clucted three timee a week.
Cadeta participate in thia train·
inr at 8 a.m. Monda ys,
W...,aya 8Dd l'ridaJa. The
prGil'8JB CODiiata of phJaical U ·
ereilea, IUCh u lit-upa, puabupe 8Dd aerubia. •
Jeff Slown, a aophomore from
Danville, has noticed the
chana- in the PJ'OII'8IIl and
said that "it ia hemming more
rigorous and demandinr."
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Fall Home Sale
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GET ONE
LARS PIZZA
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Certified Public Accountants

will be interviewing

Murray State

Graduating Accountants
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ONE TOPPING
FOR ONLY
$8.86
!!
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Oct. 9
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Contact the placement office to achedule
an interview with this growing, regional
firm-one of the 12largest in the U.S.,
with offices in seven states.
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Pink Ice
~

New dean looks ahead
By AMY GREW
.:..:E
=------

"I found the
greatest
challer.ge is to
figure out the
best use for
whatever flexible resources
we have. "

Staff Writer

Joe Cartwright, dean of the
College of Humanistic Studies,
said he is hoping to help provide an appreciation for the role
of the humanities in higher
education.
Cartwright, who was appointed in the spring and
assumed responsibility as dean
July 1, said he found it
challenging to look at the different concerns and interests of
the college's departments.
"There are five departments
in the College of Humanistic
Studies, and they range from
traditional humanities, like
English, philosophy, history
and foreign languages, to some
• of the social sciences, like
, sociology, anthropology, social
•work and psychology," Cartfwright said. "So part of my
, responsibility is to work with
the different chairs of the
department to provide the best
programs we can.
"We are also responsible for
English composition courses,"
he said, "and most of the world
civilization classes are taught
by faculty from this college."
Cartwright said he enjoyed
meeting and getting to know
the faculty from the other col·
lege departments.

Joe Cartwright
dean

"We have a very active facul·
ty, and I found it interesting to
find out more about the courses
they teach and the scholarly ac·
tivities they are interested in,"
Cartwright said. "I want to try
to build a stronger sense of collegiality among the faculty.
There are a lot of natural ties
among the disciplines taught at
this college."
One of Cartwright's goals is
to find every way possible to en·
courage effective teaching and
provide what support he can for
innovative approaches to
teaching.
"That's one of the primary
features of our new strategic
plan in our university- to help
create a better environment for

$591owu

BIDTJI whlle selectf.on is at its peak!

teaching," Cartwright said.
He said a program of innovative teaching has been initiated in order to provide some
limited money to allow faculty
to pursue their ideas.
"I found the greatest
challenge is to figure out the
best use for whatever flexible
resources we have," he said.
Cartwright said he enjoys
working at a campus this size
because it enables people to
know each other better.
"I've said many times that going to school here provides an
environment that in many
ways is like going to a private
school," Cartwright said. "The
faculty is interested in working
with the students, and the
students have access to the
faculty that they would expect
to have at a very expensive
school."
He said the greatest fear he
has in connection with his new
job is losing contact with the
classroom. Although he is not
, teaching this semester, he
plans to teach next year.
"The best thing a teacher can
bring to a classroom," Cartwright said, "is a thorough
knowledge and enthusiasm for
a subject and a desire to help
students share that
enthusiasm."

MICHELSONS
< hc..,tnut

Staff Report

gested that students' majors

Government Association Gripe
Day, including talk about the
student activity fee and what it
actually covers, were discussed
during the SGA meeting
Wednesday.
The senators discussed the
student activity fee and the
complaints that it does not
cover plays, musicals and other
cultural events , required for
classes, but' no action was
taken.
Treasurer Stacy Hastie sug-

I
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WHAT ARE YOUR CHANCES?

'22]

Cancer patient. mo.t often requiJoe upenaive treatment& Tbe8e
treatment. may be prolonged over aeveral yean which i.e
estremely upen.Gve. All that you have been able to •w in your
lilatime- could be wiped out duzinc an extended period ofawn
the IDOII& afl>rdable cancer treatment&

U3'

Your chance of having cancer Is
300 t1mes more likely than using
your homeowner's Insurance,,

!i3'

Your chance of having cancer Is

9

Your chance of uSing your life
3
Insurance this year Is 1 in 150.
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80 tlmea more likely than being
In an automobile accident.~
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759-1198

TELEPHONE: MARSHA HOSFORD

FACTORY
DISCOUNT
SHOES
$1P)®©D®ll

SGA discusses activity fee;
no formal action taken yet
1 Complaints from Student should be put on the gripe form
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Freddy's
Dead:
The Final
Nightmare

tion has appointed represen·
tatives to attend the Hunger
Week organization meetings
throughout the semester. The
first meeting will be at 8:30
p.m. Oct. 16.
In other business:

so that the organization could
know where the complaints
originated.
The organization also heard
announcements from the
Residence Hall Association, •The International Student
which is sponsoring a bonfire Bazaar is Wednesday, and
and spirit competition Friday, representatives from SGA will
Oct. 11.
participate at the U.S.A. table.
A representative from the Activities will be in the (.;urns
Newman House informed SGA Center throughout that day.
about World Hunger Week,
Nov. 18-21, and the organiza. •Family Fun Day is Oct. 19.

(R)

Wednesday

Ladies' Tretorn
Ladies' Keds $19.95 to $38.95

INTRODuCING
K- SWISS
Men's Tretorn

$26.95

Men's Keds

$34.95

Men's Eastland

$35.95

Oct. 9
7:20 and 9:10

$1.50
Admission!!

1600 Main - Next to ATO house 753-9419

COUPON!
0""

~00""1V\"te.. 1
A Pull I.Jne of Paint. 1\.Unber, and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Unitsl

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
• Excluded: Sales Items, Cash and Carry,
and Special Orders

Bel-Air Shopping
Center
759-1390

Store houra:
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Slturday 8 a.m. • 4 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. • ·s p.m;

COUPON!

+o

T" k.e

,.,., 1

c.IJtUJ

H-e cl ''""t'}

e""'r ~(),. Jur~~e..
(. o fYII ' /

/II., if•"

Big B Cleaners
Central Shopping Center in front ofWal Mart

753-9525
Mon- Fri 6:30 a.m. • 8 p.m. Sat 8:30 a.m. • 2 p.m.

YOU GO"A
SEE US

SALE!
Now Through
Sat., Oct. 12th

Just in Time for Homecoming!

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUM, NO RESERVE

Saturday, Oct. 19-10:30 AM

Presents
Kentucky Highway 94

Quarter Monday
uits

'Gtelt F.. 0o1otar
In Olive. ._., NIIYY I a.ddle
Solid ~eel GMie

8 miles northeast of Murray

Huge Brick Ranch Home

~ II $15985NCh

on 2 ll2 manicured acres

Cotton
Sweaters
v....,..ac,-.
'~ ODIIDn -

With your personalized redecorating plan, this spacious home
will come alive. 4 bedrooms, 2 1(2 baths, fully equipped cotmtry
kitchen, family room, fonnalliving room, 2 fireplaces, garages,
pool and more. Be a country gentleman and gentlewoman today.

a.-a,

•4500

Sportcoats
Solide & Plhml

An

Ties•.•

TrllltlaNI & New F~
SlytM & Colota

ATIENTION REAL ESTATE AGENTS: 2% commission for
generating and representing the buyer - call for details.

20o/o 011

Dress Shirts and Trousers

~we're

Not The Best Because We're The Oldest...
We're The Oldest Because We're The BesW

INFORMATION: Call for free brochure, terms and other needs.
BUYER'S PREMIUM: 10% added 10 the high bid.

CORN-AUSTIN®

DON ERLER, Auctioneer, 1-800-662-4155 or (SOl) 122-9063
the

Otelt

55.00 Now

lndiUit and National Auctioneen Auociatiana

OPEN TIL 8:00 .EACH NIGHT

DOWNTOWN, MURRAY -753-2472

753-0548
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Because of this, the
MSU/PCC Model Center was
conceived in 1986 as a method
of providing upper level
undergraduate MSU courses
leading to baccalaureate
degrees.
An interactive television network is also available at PCC
from MSU providing more upper level and graduate courses
for the area.
Kurth said in response to the
classes at the PCC site Paducah
should help MSU by trying to
send the more traditional
students here
Kurth said the education at
MSU is more comprehensive
than what a private liberal arts
college like Bethel College can
provide.
"We have six colleges here
that provide comprehensive

studies in many areas, and
Bethel provides courses comparable to our College of
Humanistic Studies." he said.
Although the general
o:,;sembly of the Cumberland
Presbyterian Church voted not
to pursue a move to Paducah,
there is a Paducah committee
still looking into persuading
the college to move.
Howevet·, Kurth and O'Hara
contend that there are currently opportunities available that
regional residents should take
advantage of.
"If another four-year college
were to move to Paducah, it
wouldn't affect MSU and PCC.
It would simply be another
vehicle for education. But, what
we're doing with students is effective and will continue to
grow," O'Hara said.

On Tuesday, a warrent was
issued by District Judge Leslie
Furches for Allen's arrest.
The charge of fourth-degree
assault is a misdemeanor in
Kentucky, which is punishable
by a $500 flne or 12 months in
the county jail.
Allen appeared before
District Court Tuesday with attorney Robert 0. Miller and
entered a plea of not guilty.
Although Miller was unable
to discuss the case in depth, he
said the court process should
take 30 days.
"The case is still pending in
court, but I feel that Mr. Allen
is in good shape,'' Miller said.
"With the normal court process
and the investigation, it should
take about 30 days."
Allen was later released on a
$500 unsecured bond under the
condition that he was to have
no contact with Jones.
Allen, a stand-out on last

year's basketball squad, is also
currently under suspension by
the University for academic
violations, said Racer basketball head coach Scott Edgar.
Edgar expressed his concern
and said he is examining the
situation closely.
''I believe in due process. 1
believe in gathering the facts
and I believe that this is an inhouse matter," he said. "My
ball players are student~ here
before they are basketball
players, and I feel that they
should be treated as any other
student.
''I am currently evaluating
the situation, and I am looking
into it deeply and thoroughly,''
Edgar said.
Green said an investigation is
under way concerning the
matter.
Allen is scheduled to appear
in court for his pre-trial case on
Oct. 15.
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• Award u.,. a...
All Natural •No .....,,....,.tiv•c:
• Low Sodiu

• GOURMET KITCHEN • FOOD • GIFTS*
Bel Air Center
753-5679
• Please Stop By and Visit Jody and Susan
*Ask About FREE Coffee -Join Our COFFEE CLUB!

Clinical
PsycboJ.oeists
Physical
'lberapista
Physician
Assistants
Plan a future that soars. Take your sciencerelated degree into the Air Force, and become an
officer in the Biomedical Sciences Corps. You'll
learn more, you'll grow faster· you'll work with
other dedicated professionals in a quality environment where your contributions are needed.
In short, you'll gain more of everything that
matters most to you. You and the Air Force.
Launch now- call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONAI8
TOIL FREE
1-8()().42S.USAF
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money on

Macintosh

MONDAY, OCT. 7
7:30PM

TICKETS

Here's the deal: We've paired
some of the most popular
Apple* Macintosh* computers
with some of the most popular
Apple printers. Buy one of these
combinations, and save big
bucks. Got it? Good. Now get

ON SALE
TOMORROW!

$16

Reserved

Tickets Available At:
Disc Jockey Records -Paducah ~

Macintosh Classic

going. This offer is available only
for a limited time. Sec your authorized Apple campus reseller today
for details.
And dic;cover the power
of Macintosh. The power
to be your bes~

Macintosh LC

Macintosh llsi

SIU Arena

Sept. 14-Starting at 9 AM: Charge by Phone 618·453-5341 0

Faculty &: Staff
Buffet
Wed. Oct. 9. 11:30 &.IlL - 1 p .DL
in

Sat\! whetl you buy an affordable
Macmto.sh Classi~ compwcr U'lllt ezther
an Apple S~}·lelJ'nter or em Apple Pm1mal
J.aserWritetJ IS prilller •
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For all of your computer needs visit
.Computer Source
Price $3
R.S.V.P. by Oct. 7 by caDing;
762-6879
762-4600
7 62-2746
Sponsored by MSU Food Services

#1 Dixieland Center • Murray, KY • 42071

or call759-4603
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PUS UFE
Keeping horse
worth expense
By TERESA MAYS
Staff Writer

Photo by

..,~:;.""""'

Some students at Murray State Unfverslty f ind themselves becoming best friends with their
horses. T he University even offers classes dealing with t he animals, such as horse production
and breedin g managment.

Student shows off school
spirit by riding Racer One
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Racer football players
and cheerleaders aren't the only ones who have to get ready
before a Murray State University football game.
Erin Miller, a junior animal
science major from Naperville,
Ill., is responsible for getting
the thoroughbred stallion
Racer One ready to race around
the track before the games and
after each Racer score.
"I ride him and take care of
him. The only thing I pretty
much don't do is feed him," she
said. "I have some people who
help me clean out his stall and
get him braided for the games."
Miller tries to get Racer One
to the football stadium about a
half hour before each game.
"The reason we get him there

early is so we can warm him up
around the track," she said. "It
is the first year for (the new)
Racer One to run, and that is
why we have had some problems with him spOOking."
Miller said her ex~rience
with Racer One has led to the
fulfillment of one of her
dreams.
"The first time I visited Murray State, I saw a picture of (the
former) Racer One in the yearbook, and I said that I wanted
to ride this horse,'' she said.
Miller said that she enjoys
making him run for the crowd
because she knows they love to
see him do it.
"I love to ride fast. It is a
thrill and a rush. It is fun to
ride," she said.
But, she said, taking care of
Racer One is not an easy job.

" It is a lot of work to get him
ready. I am in charge of making
sure everything gets done on
the day of the game," she said.
Before Racer One can make
his run around the track, Miller
and her assistants braid his
mane and tail and decorate
them with blue and yellow
pompons.
"He has a yellow and blue
checkered hood and leg wraps
that are decorated in yellow
and blue." she said. "I wear racing silks and white pants with a
yellow and blue checkered
shirt. I have a helmet with a
checkered cover that matches."
Miller's family is really excited about her job.
"My dad is especially excited.
I told him that I was going to
ride Racer One, and I am actually doing it," she said.

At Murray State University,
some students consider horses
to be their best friends.
Staci Patterson, a sophomore
animal health technology major from Thornville, Ohio, said
she has a horse at Murray
State. Her horse's nickname is
TT, but his official name is
Skipers Trouble Two.
She said TT is one of her best
friends.
"I don't go home often," Patterson said, ''but a lot of people
will go home or have a rodeo to
go to. I'll just go and ride my
horse."
Patterson said she almost lost
TT when she and her roommate
were returning from a college
rodeo in Springfield, Mo., and
TT kicked the door open and
fell from the trailer.
"We were going 60 miles per
hour, but he was just skinned
and scratched up pretty bad.
But I'm still riding him now,"
she said.
Kim Engels, a senior preveterinary m8jor from Naperville, Ill. , said her horse,
Deaker, is part of the family.
"Our relationship is so unique," she said. "It's a once-in-alifetime friendship."
Engels said she paid approximately $800 for Deaker . "The
cost of having a horse is so
great," she said.
Spending $80 a month,
Engels said, the money goes
toward feeding her horse, finding him a place to stay, buying
him new shoes and making
sure that be receives his
vaccinations.
"It's hard en.9ugh to find the
money to buy him his next bag
of food," she said.
Engels said there were times
when she has gone without food
in order for her horse to eat.
"But he's worth every penny,
and you can't measure what
be's given me," Engels said. "If
I had to do it over again, I
would do it the exactly same
way. He's my pride and joy."
She said there have been
times when her situation looked terrible and she wanted to
give up.
"But then I think about what
would happen to my horse,
because he is relying on me,"
Engels said.

Patterson said the only problem she has with owning a
horse is finding hay to feed it.
"It hasn't been that tough for
me,'' she said.
She has owned TT for approximately four years and brings
him to school with her every
semester.
Engels said Deaker stays at
the University Student Barn.
"I try to get out there and ride
him for an hour every day," she
said.
When she has classes, Engels
said, she tries to let Deaker out
ofthe stall.
Patterson said she rides her
horse four times a week and
gives him a day off.
"I just exercise him so he
. won't get sore," she said.
Engels said she was 13 years
old when she first rode a horse,
but she was not scared.
"You have a little bit of intimidation,'' she said. "If you
fall off, you jump back on.
Something drives you to do it.
It's like this eternal drive."
She said it is interesting being on a horse's back and having a little control over the
animal.
Engels said Deaker's show
name is Dream Warrior when
he participates in competitions,
such as the Dlinois Hunter
Jumper Association, in which
Engels and Deaker have won
four championships and three
reserved championships.
"He's good at what he does,"
she said.
The first summer she had
him, Engels said, Deaker was
able to jump, but he did not
start getting good until this
P.!l~Bummer.

Patterson said she was participating in her first horse
show when she was 2 years old.
She said she does not plan to
get another horse until she has
enough money to support it and
TT.
Engels agrees. "I don't think
I will ever feel the same for
another horse like I feel now,"
Engels said. "I'll have him as
long as he decides to stay with
me."
Patterson said she thinks it is
fun to barrel race because she
used to participate in pleasure
shows where everything moved
slow.

Equestrian Center home for MSU's horses
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant Campus Life Editor

When most people look at a barn, what
they see does not seem to amount to
much.
A horse's barn, however, is its castle.
It is the place where that horse eats,
sleeps and rests after a long day of
activity.
Murray State provides such a castle
for University horses and the horses
students bring to school.
James Rudolph, associate professor of
agriculture and head of the horse program, said the Murray State University
Equestrian Center was the brainchild of
E.B. Howton, who was head of the program when it originated in 1971.
"He started and designated that place
as the place they would be starting it
(the program)," Rudolph said.
The Equestrian Center began as the
renovation of an old calf barn with 18
stalls that would be used to house
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University horses only.
In 1977, a student barn was built for
those who brought their horses from
home. Its stalls now total 29. Rent collected from the students who rent stalls
for their horses helped build the two
structures there.
Also located near the Equestrian
Center is the Exposition Center, an indoor arena that hosts many equestrian
events. Rudolph said classes meet there
when it rains. The Expo Center was
built in 1976 and is state funded.
Brien Terry, bam manager and riding
instructor, said the Equestrian Center is
a very important part of the program.
"We're not a large University, so we
can give students more hands-on experience," he said.
Terry said all the horses there are
either donated or born there through the
breeding program. Two stallions are
kept for breeding.
"We usually keep them until they're 2

years old. If they are not kept, then we
sell them to various parts of t he country." he said.
Most of the 60 horses Murray State
owns are thoroughbreds and quarter
horses. Terry said the type of horses
they keep depend on what type people
donate and whether or not the horse fits
into the program.
"Blood line does not matter in the
riding classes," he said. "We keep a
horse that can handle three or four people on its back a day and different
caliber of riders and can take the·work.
Good temperment is important."
In the breeding program, Terry said,
the horse does not have to be as
physically sound as in the riding classes,
but it still must have a good disposition.
All the work at the Equestrian Center
is done by students who either volunteer
or are on work study. They help with the
foaling, vaccination and deworming.
Students also are assigned horses to feed

and clean stalls for. Terry said some
students who stay at MSU during school
breaks take care of the horses. Students
also fix broken items at the barn.
"For students, that is a pretty big
responsibility," he said. "We have a lot
of students who strictly enjoy doing it.
We get a large number of individuals
who have no practical experience."
Another group that uses the
Equestrian Center is the rodeo team.
Brett Brandner, a senior agriculture
education m8jor from Slatington, Penn.,
said he has been on the rodeo team for
four years.
"It was the whole reason I came to
school here," he said. "It was the closest
place.''
He said being a part of the rodeo team
has helped him, and he would advise
anyone to join.
"It got me to come to college. It gave
me something to do besides school
work ,'' he said.

Farewell tour
guitarist
~-A_S_U_C_E_O_F_LIFE
_ ___, Classical
The country music duo The Judds
An Ecuadorian classical guitarist will

~ Homecoming fashions
One of the biggest problems for some Murray State University students during October is
hunting down that perfect outfit for Homecoming. Well fear no longer, area stores are ready
to help out.
Simple styles are selling the best, said several Murray merchants. This is a break from last
year's bigger, bulkier looks.
In addition to having a simpler look, merchants agreed that colors are also brighter.
Story on page 11

perform in concert tonight at 8 in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
Cesar Leon's campus performance
is a part of the Kentucky Partners tour,
which is funded by the U.S. Information
Services.
Leon, a native of Quito, Ecuador,
taught himself to play the guitar. He
earned master's degrees In music and
composition at the Real Conservatorio
in Madrid, Spain.
The musical program Is open to the
public at no admission charge.

will be stopping for a performance at
the Show Me Center in Cape Girardeau,

Mo., on their •Love Can Build ABridge•
tour Nov. 2 at 8 p.m.
T he duo has announced that this will
be their farewell tour due to singer
Naomi Judd's llness.
Tickets for the event will go on sale
Saturday at 9 a.m. at the Show Me
Center Box Office.
TICkets will also be available in this
area at Disc Jockey Records of Paducah. Tickets may be charged by calling
314-651 -5000.
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Meatless meals ideal for some
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Reporter

Some people would find t he
thought of a meatless taco or
meatless pizza not even the
least bit appetizing. To others,
a meatless meal is an ideal
meal.
Carla Miller, a senior English
major from Clinton, has been a
vegetarian for six months. She
became a vegetarian when she
was in England last year for an
exchange program. The nine
British students with her were
all vegetarians. But that was
not the only reason Miller
became a vegetarian.
While preparing giblets for
her mother 's gravy, Miller
fainted. She said raw meat
makes her sick.
"I get really grossed out
touching raw meat," she said.
"l always have. It's ridiculous
to eat it if it makes me sick."
Miller said she still drinks
milk and eats fish occasionally,
but she does not eat eggs. She
monitors her protein intake
mostly by eating meat
substitutes. She also eats fresh
vegetables, beans and rice.
She does not have a meal
plan, but sometimes she eats in
the Thoroughbred Room. She
said it is not hard for her to find
the food she requires in the TRoom.
Miller said she buys most of
her food from a local health food

store, Honey Tree Enterprises,
and cooks her own food.
Because she eats fish, Miller
said, it has not been too difficult
eating in restaurants.
Cathy Alling, manager of
Honey Tree Enterprises in
Murray, is also a vegetarian.
Alling said many people are
confused about the true meaning of vegetarianism.
"Some people think it's· not
eating red meat, and· that's
wrong," she said.
Alling said there are two
types of vegetarians. True
vegetarians do not eat any
animal flesh at all. Others will
eat eggs and drink milk.
Alling said there are not
many vegetarians who come into t he store, but those who do
come in are usually students.
"About 80 percent are
students," she said.
She s aid that most
vegetarians in this area became
vegetarians because of health
reasons.
William Benriter, director of
food services, said there is one
vegetarian student on the
board plan, Bridget Homra,
whom food service is helping.
Benriter said he has one cook,
one food manager and one
supervisor wor king on her ease.
A special dinner is prepared for
her to pick up at the Stables.
Benriter said he believes
there may be more vegetarians

Students invest
and reap profits
By AMY HELM
Arts & Entertainment Ed itor

Some lucky students will soon
learn t hat taking risks is t he
way to earn some extra money.
The Investment Game, sponsored by th e F inance and
Economics Club, began Sept. 30
to give students real-life experience in the stock market ,
said Betty Driver, sponsor of
the club.
"The game provides everyone
with practical experience and
competit ion," she said. " In addition, it will allow students to
develop investment strategies."
In the game, students choose
teams. Each team pays a $5 entry fee, regardless of its size.
When the game begins, each
team is "given" $50,000 to invest in anything it wants.
"The teams pick up transaction forms every two weeks.

753-7170
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that food service is not aware
of. He said there are different
levels of vegetarianism, but if
food services is contacted, it can
work with students.
"We can meet their needs if
they're not that structured," he
said.
·
Homra, a freshman business
major from Fulton, said she has
been a vegetarian for almost
two years because of her belief
in animal rights. She said she

o •
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does not like the way animals
are killed and tortured to produce food.
"I've had a lot of pets," she
said. "I love animals."
Homra said she contacted
food services before coming to
school to make arrangements
for h er meals . She said
although it took a while to get
results, the special dinner food
services prepares for her is
working out.

****.,

GREEN
CARD

From1ht ll11ta01 of 'DUD Pom Soam'

Curris Center Theater
~
Oct.9
S:SO p.m. all seats $1
7 p.m. & 9-.SO p.m. $1.50 with MSU ID
$2.50 without MSU ID

Incident command course offered
Incident command, a course sponsored by the Occupational
Safety and Health Training Center, will be offered from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. today in Room 146 of the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology. There is a $325 fee. Call
762-3385 for information and group rates.

Exposition scheduled
.

A Kentucky Lake Exposition will be Oct. 26 at the Hancock
Biologial Station Oct. 26.
The exposition will explore the uses of Kentucky Lake
through forums, field trips and displays from 9 a .m. until 4
p.m.
The biological station is located about 16 miles northeast of
Murray near Kenlake State Resort Park. For more information about the exposition, call 502-474-2272.

ABLE test slated
·Administration of the ABLE test required for teacher's
aide applicants is set for 8 a.m., Oct. 11, in the Counseling
and Testing Center in Ordway Hall. There is a $10 fee. For
more information, call 762-6851.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
828 Central Center

Angie Ames
AmyF
Stephanie Cra
Kim Hargrave

In heavy sklllet, heat the oil
and gently saute the onions.
Add all remaining Ingredients
except the cheese. Mix well
andpoorlntoac:asaeroledlsh.
Sprinkle chee6e on top and
bakeat375•ffor30mlnutes.
Serve hot 88 main dish.
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DONAL ROWLETT

UNTIL AND BROWN RICE CASSEROLE
2 cupe

7A-HOME

Congratulate ou.....,.....

514 S. 12th St.

VEGETARIAN RECIPE

AROUND CAMPUS

Then the transactions are put
into a computer and posted,"
Driver said.
The top two teams each
semester win a cash prize.
"In December, the top two
teams will receive 40 percent of
the prize. In May, the top two
teams will receive 60 percent of
the prize," Driver said. "It is
quite possible that the same
two teams could win both
times."
The monetary prizes are the
accumulated entry fees paid by
the teams at the start of the
game.
''We have been sponsoring
this game for years. We usually
have about 25 teams enter.
Since I teach a finance class,
my class will enter as one
team," Driver said. "Faculty
members are allowed to par·
ticipate, but they can't win."

~-igma

COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR
OF MURRAY. INC.

Sigma
initiate

~Dance ~
Cuni8 Center Dance l.ouf18e

£atnrday, October 1'2, 1991
8:00 - 10:30 p.m.
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Simple look in this year
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

For some Murray State
University students, the biggest dilemma in October is
what to wear for Homecoming.
Beverly Garland, co-owner of
The Place and The Cherry
Branch, said this year's trends
will vary depending on the
weather.
"We have sold a lot of dresses
and skirts in a variety of
materials from wool and suede
to rayon," she said. ''But most
of our customers are leaning
toward the lighter fabrics."
The big sellers this year are
dresses and skirts with a simple
style that create a classic yet
feminine look, Garland said,
and this year people are choosing shorter, fitted skirts instead
of the bigger, bulkier looks of
last year.
"Our customers want the
shorter straight or pleated
skirts above the knee with a
tl·apeze top," she said. "The
dresses are also more fitted and
flattering this year."
Gina Reed, manager of the

ladies department at Corn
Austin, said this year's colors
are much brighter.
"The colors are definitely
brighter than last year," she
said. "You will see a lot of
pur pl es, fuchsia and
turquoise."
Garland said her biggest
sellers h ave been outfits in
gold, r ed and the bright greens
piped in black .
"But if you don't wear these
colors, black and white check
suits and dresses have been a
big seller along with any type
plaid."
City shorts and suits have
also been popular items this
year. Colored hose will accent
these outfits, but the thickness
of t he hose will depend on the
weather.
The perfect accessories can
make or break your outfit. Reed
said jewelry styles are also
returning to a more feminine
style.
"People are wearing more
basic earrings like pearls and
stones," she said. "They are
also getting away from bigger,

dangle earrings and returning
to the smaller. classier styles."
Felt and Derby hats have also
been strong sellers. Small
handbags opposed to bigger
ones will complete your finished look.
Amy McReynolds, an
employee in the men's department at Corn Austin, said some
men will wear the standard
navy sport coat and tie, but
most are looking for a change.
"Our biggest sellers with college students have been the
chambray shirts in the neutral
colors and earth tones,"
McReynolds said. "But to accent their outfit they buy the
printed. floral ties."
If the weather is cold, many
will wear sweaters or button-up
cardigans.
"The trends this year are a
little dressier than last year,"
she said. "We have sold more
ties lhan we ever had."
Garland said this year's
fashions are more sophisticated
but are styles that can be worn
again and again.

Students shouldn't wait to
consider retirement plans
By JON FUTRELL
Staff Wnter

When in college, students usually think
ahead only to· classes, quizzes, tests, parties,
weekends, studying, part-time jobs, final exams and post-graduation careers.
With all that on their minds, Murray State
University students might not give much
thought at all to retirement. After all, that
usually happens into a person's 60s or 70s,
and the traditional MSU student is in his late
teens or early 20s.
Ross Meloan, director of co-op education and
placement, said retirement is something
students should think a bout, especially considering the current Social Security situation.
"Most students do not consider retirement,"
Meloan said. "As we take a look at what
Social Security does not provide, we should
push information so they can develop their
own nest egg for retirement purposes.
Students may be paying for our Social Security now."
Betty Boston, an account executive for
Hilliard Lyons, said a retirement plan offers
two distinct benefits for anyone who chooses
to invest.
"A part of your income can go into it, and
you don't have to pay taxes on it," Boston
said. "Also, whatever that money earns, you
don't pay taxes on the earnings either.
Dividends, interest and capital gains are all

•

Tamara Clinton , a senior vocal major from Madisonville, searches for a Homecoming outfit. Area
retailers said the big sellers this year are dresses that create a classic yet feminine look.

Budgeting curbs money woes
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Assistant campus Life Editor

Paying for a college education
and necessities can sometimes
make a student wonder where
all his money goes. When a student has financial problems, he
can get help from banks or
financial consultants.
Representatives from local
banks and financial consultants believe students can
stay out of financial trouble.
Wilma Billington, vice president of marketing and purchasing at the Bank of Murray, said
overspending during the first
semester of the freshman year
or not having a plan or budget
are usually the worst money
mistakes students make in
college.
"It is a big mistake for some
college students to have credit
cards," she said. "If they have a
checking account, they learn to
manage money and be responsible spenders."
Billington said she does not
believe college students stay in
financial trouble any more than
any other group of people.
"Over a long period of time,
we've eruoyed having college
students do business with us. In
any group you will have bad
money managers," she said.
Poor management and lack of
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John Williams, vice president
of People's Bank, said not hav·
ing a budget is a common
mistake among college
students.
"It's important when you get
out of school to have one, too,''
he said.
Williams said if a student has
financial problems, he should
communicate with the people
with whom be is in trouble.
"Most banks will help you
reconcile your account for a
small fee."
Williams said students
should keep their checking account balanced and make sure
their payments are made by the
due date.
There are many ways to control your expenses:
'J '
• EstabliSh a bank "Recount
with a local institution: 1
• Know how much income you
have for the semester and
determine expenses.
• Monitor your budget.
• Leave room for error in your
budget. Ninety·nine percent of
the time you will have extra
expenses.
• Seek part· time employment if
your budget and your expenses
do not meet.
• Look for bargains and use
coupons.

Sunset Boulevard Music

Make Maurlces your FaD Fashion
Headquarters

I

__

record keeping are two reasons
Billington said students have
financial problems.
"They're having a good time,
and money just doesn't go as far
as they think it will," she said.
Billington said students
should have a savings program.
"It's something to have access
to and earn interest at the same
time."
If a student has financial
trouble, Billington said, he
should seek advice from
parents or a trusted friend on
how to manage money.
Kenny Rose, assistant vice
president of Republic Savings
Bank, said college students are
sometimes in financial trouble
more than any other group.
"They generally don't have
an income, or they have a
limited income," he said.
Rose said overspending and
credit cards are two things that
hurt students fmancially.
"You have payment with no
income," he said, "so you're
already in the hole. Never
make a charge you're not ready
to pay."
"If a college student is going
to get a credit card, if he
charges, make payments on
time. What you do now can
make or break you in the
future,'' Rose said.

pon

•

•

tax deferred in a retirement plan."
She said she does not, however, recommend
a retirement plan now for the average
student.
"They'd be in a low tax bracket ... and
wouldn't be paying much tax," Boston said.
"Most students are too poor to invest in a
retirement plan. They're investing in their
own retirement plan -an education."
Nevertheless, some students are thinking
about retirement even now. Richard Dwyer, a
sophomore marketing major from Raleigh,
Ill., said he wants a career as a salesman or
spokesman for a large corporation after he
graduates. He said preparation can spare
students a bleak post-work future.
"For our age group, I say we'll be lucky if we
retire at 72 or 75," Dwyer said. "We'll probably have to have a side income to balance
out our living. I don't think there will be a
Social Security, because the baby boomer
generation is going to take all that up.
"You'd have to save more now because you
don't know if your job is going to hold up," be
said.
Chris Crain, a freshman pre-physical
therapy major from Horse Cave, said he would
like to work in physical therapy or sports
medicine. He said he thinks about retirement
but wants to take things slowly.
"It is something to consider, but I'm talking
ahead of myself," Crain said.

• • Photo by TRENT REDMOND
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CROISSANT BREAKFASTS
They Only Take A Minute
And check out our famous 1/3 lb. homemade burger.s
made fresh each day with 100°/o ground
BEEF!!!
A place to meet great people and eat great food!!!
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
HOT ~·
Scholarship formed WHAT·s
THISWEEK
':
I

By AMY GREWE
Staff Writer

Photo by JOHN BERNING

MARC'S REINCARNATION
This shoebox sculpture by John B. Wilson Is among 70
sculptures on display at Eagle Gallery as part of the fourth
International Shoebox Sculpture Exhibition.

Teacher
center of
art show
By SHERRY DICKINSON
Staff Writer

Every person strives to reach
the pinnacle of success. Paul
Sasso, associate professor of art
at Murray State University, is
well on his way to that zenith.
Sasso's first one-man show
opened in late September at the
Franklin Parrasch Gallery in
New York.
"For an artist, this is the pinn acle of one's career," Sasso
said. "I have been in group
shows, but this is pretty
special."
Sasso said the art show in
New York will lead to many opportunities for him.
"National magazines will
know I exist," Sasso said, "and
I will h ave the chance to be
taken seriously as an artist."
Sasso said his students will
also benefit from his success.
"What this has done for
students is shown them that it
is possible to live here and still
make it," he said.
Living in a small Southern
town, however, has had some
advantages for Sasso.
"Murray is a great place to
get things done," he said. "It is
a great place for an artist."
The title of Sasso's exhibit,
"Furniture: A Southern Viewpoint," seems to reflect the influence of Southern living. He
has 11 pieces in the exhibit
ranging in price from $3,000 to
$20,000.
" I have sold two pieces, and
the gallery expects to sell them
all," Sasso said.
He said his background is in
sculpture, and he started working on furniture pieces in
graduate school to support
himself.
"When I arrived at MSU,"
Sasso said, "they were combining the sculpture and the fur·
niture program."
He said he redifined the program , and it became his
" baby."
Sasso said of all the furniture
h e creates, he does have his
favorite pieces that he keeps for
himself.
"I keep pieces that have personal meaning to me," he said.
"Especially those that I made a
personal breakthrough while
working on."
But Sasso said few "pieces of
his furniture decorate his
home.
"I built a house in Almo with
a studio la.r ger than the house,"
Sasso said.
Sasso said he has no plans to
leave Mur ray in the near
future.
"I enjoy teaching," he said,
"the students are wonderful,
and I like being involved in the
University atmosphere."

A new scholarship is now in
place to help young artists at
Murray State University continue their art education.
The Marie Holton Memorial
Art Scholarship was established Sept. 23 in memory of the
late Marie Holton, who died
Sept. 2.
Carol Julian, development
coordinator for scholarships
and planned giving, said the
award was set up by Holton's
family and friends.
"Her family and friends
though t it would be a nice idea
to have a scholarship in her
name," Julian said.
Holton, who moved to Murray
in 1946 when she married
Henry Holton, was born in
Oklahoma City, Okla., on
March 29, 1911.
She worked as a commercial
artist in New York, Chicago
and Houston before moving to
Murray.
"She worked as a commerical
artist before I knew her," said
Henry Holton. "She spent a lot
of time on it and she studied at
various places."

Holton is also survived by a credit to Holton for starting her
daughter, Pat Holton; a son, out in the art field.
Mike Holton; and two grand"My daughter used to go to
children, Tori and Drew, all of Murray State, and when she
Murray.
came down I handed it over to
Her husband said a friend of them. I just came up with the
the family had the idea of idea," McClure said.
establishing the scholarship.
Holton was also involved in
"It was a friend of hers that the Murray art community.
she had known since we've
"She did numerous portr aits
been in Murray, Imogene Mc- of college presidents and heads
Clure," Holton said. "They of departments. If you look
were close personal friends. around, you're sure to see
Their daughters grew up them," Henry Holton said.
together. That got everything
Julian said recipients of the
going. I should have thought of scholarship must be
it sooner. It would have pleased sophomores, juniors or seniors
Marie very much."
who are art students at MSU.
"We met when our children They must a l so have a
were in school," McClure said. minimum grade point average
" Our daughters were in of 3.0 in their art classes and a
kindergarten. Our daughters an overall grade point average
have been friends for years, and of2.76.
so have we.
Julian said the first scholar"She was a wonderful artist, ship will be awar ded this spring
and I thought she well deserved by the foundation.
it," she said. "I told her
Henry Holton said he hopes
daughter about it. It was the scholarship will help fursomething her family hadn't ther the education of art
thought of, and they thanked students.
me for it and said it was a great
"I hope it will. That's the idea
idea.
behind it," Holton said. "To
McClure said her daughter is help develop students who are
an artist, as well, and she gives interested in art."

Playhouse run by volunteers
By MICHELE CARLTON
Staff Writer

An orientation for volunteers
at Murray-Calloway County
Community Theater' s
Playhouse in the Park introduced the various areas of theater
production to the community.
"Every aspect of production
work from the administration
down is manned by
volunteers," said Erica Paley
Stevens, executive director of
the Playhouse. "If we didn't
have a volunteer staff, we
couldn't do anything."
The theater's only paid
employees are Stevens and
Vince Med l ock , an ad ministrative assistant.

Flo' Buffington, volunteer
The Playhouse operates
through a volunteer board of coordinator for the theater, said
directo r s . Nearly 400 that the properties person goes
volunteers assist in the acting, on a treasure hunt before each
technical and house areas of production.
production.
"You try to beg, borrow and
The specific areas for s teal before you buy any
volunteer work include direc- props," she said. " Whenever
ting, stage management, you borrow something, you are
publicity, box office, properties, in charge of returning it. It
costumes, sets, lighting, conces- teaches responsibility."
sions and ushers.
Randy J ohnson, a volunteer
Medlock said that there is a costume designer, said that
checklist for each of the anyone can w or k w i th
volunteer positions.
costumes.
"These descriptions are under
"The most important thing is
revision, and some of the points not necessarily that you're an
are advice r ather than duties,'' artist, but that you've got
he said.
ideas," she said.

VIDEOS

adult book and writing a
children's book. The difference
is characterized by the use of
simple situations in which Collins was involved.
Not much in the book deals
with Collins as a typical teenager, one who might get
grounded for violating curfew
One of the most outstanding or have methods of dealing with
characteristics about the book becoming an adult. That is
is the way Smith incorporated a another difference between
lesson at the end of each child and adult literature.
chapter. AB of the lessons are
Smith uses imagery effectiverelated to the importance of be- ly to describe Collin's childhood
ing a leader, which for children exploits on a farm. The reader,
is an excellent lesson to learn. regardless of his age, can't help
The 64-page book is divided becoming involved in the story.
into 14 easy-to-read chapters. From getting a new pet to
Illustrations by Pip Pullen add changing schools, there is some
greatly to t he appeal of the element that will seem familiar
book.
to everyone.
However, there is a definite
Smith has succeeded in capdifference between writing an turing history in an interesting

STEVEN O'RILEVS ROBIN
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Top sales this week:
1. "Freddy's Dead: The FJ..
nal Nightmare"
2. "late For Dinner"
3. "Dead Again"
4. "Uvln' Large"
5. ''The Terminator II: Judgement Day"

!l
1!
:
I!

Top video rentals this week:
1. "Dances With Wolves"
(Orion)
2. "Home Alone" (Fox)
3. "Awakenings" (RCA- Columbia)
4. "Sleeping With The Enemy" (Fox)
5. "New Jack City" (Warner)

MUSIC
Top Singles:
1. "Good VIbrations" Marky
Mark & The Funcky Bunch,
Loleatta Holloway (lnterscope)-Gold
2. "I Adore Ml Amore" Color
Me Badd (Giant) - Gold
3. " Emotions" Mariah Carey
(Columbia)
4. "Do Anything" Natural
Selection (Eastwest)
5. "Love of a Ufettme" Fir~ :
house (Epic)
·1
6. "Romantic" Karyn White 1
(Warner Bros.)
I
7. "Something To Talk
About" Bonnie Raitt (Capitol)
8. "Motownphllly" Boyz II
Men (Motown)
9. "Hole Hearted" Extreme
10. "Shiny Happy People"
R.E.M. (Warner Bros.)
,..~

Kyle Mills, a junior theater
major from Owensboro, is the
technical director at the
Playhouse.
"I started out as a volunteer
last year. When they created
this job, they asked me to take
it," he said. " Now I'm overseeing the technical aspects of
production."
Pat Skinner, a senior theater
major from Murray, said that
everyone can participate in
IJ
theater.
"Theater is an accumulation
of everything you've always Top Lp'a:
learned at home and didn't 1. " Use Your lllulalon II"
have a place to apply. You can Guns N' Roses (Gepen)
apply these skills in theater at 2. "Use Your Illusion I"
one time or another," she said. Guns N' Roses (Gepen)
3. "Ropln' The Wind" Garth
Brooks (Capitol)
4. "Emotions" Mariah Carey
(Columbia}
5. "Metalllca"Metallica (Eiecway. Children will listen to tra)
these light-hearted tales for en- .6. "Unforgettable" Natalie
joyment and learn about an im- Cole (Eiectra)- Piatinum (More
portant era in history.
than 1 million units sold.)
This book would make an ex7.
"No More Tears" Ozzy
cellent gift for a child or an
Ozbourne
(Associated)
•
adult. Even if you don't have
8.
"TheCommltmenta'
Soundchildren now, it is the type of
gift that could be purchased track" (MCA)
9. "Luck of the Draw" Bonnie
and kept until it is needed.
The Little Girl Who Grew Up Raitt (Columbla)- Piatinum
to be Governor isn't simply a 10. "C.M.B." Color Me Badd
book for pleasure; it holds an (Giant)
underlying meaning for the
reader, saying, "Here's an example of a person who became a
Top country singles:
leader. You can be a leader,
too."
1. ''Where Are You Now" Clint
Anyone 'w ishing to read this
Black (MCA)
book can obtain a copy from
2. "Leap of Faith" Uonel
Pogue library. Smith, a 1963
Cartwright (MCA)
graduate of ¥ urray State,
3. "Rodeo" Garth Brooks
donated a copy so that students
(Capitol}
~
and faculty could enjoy it.
4. "I Thought It Was You"·
Doug Stone (Epic)
0
5. "The Walk" Sawyer Brown
(Curb- Capitol)
~.
6. "Mirror Mirror" Diamond
Rio (Arista)
~
7. "New Way To Ught Up an
Old Flame" Joe Diffie (Epic)
8. "BaJI And Chain" Paul
Overstreet (RCA)
9. "Keep It Between the
Unea" Ricky Van Shelton (Columbia) . ·
10. "Your Love Ia a Miracle"
Mark Chestnut (MCA)

Children's book for young, old
It is not often that a
children's book can captivate
an adult audience, yet a book
written by a Murray State
University alumna has done
just that.
The Little Girl Who Grew Up
to be Gouernor (Denham $13.95)
by Dr. Frances Smith is an
amusing collection of stories
from t he life of Martha Layne
Collins.
Although intended as a
children's book, it is full of rich
details about the former Kentucky governor's childhood that
are of interest to adult readers.
The book was written after
extensive interviews were conducted with Collins' parents,
Mary and Everett Hall. Only a
parent's memory could hold
such tales as are told in the
book.

r:

Top R&B singles:
1. "Rumlng Back to You"
Vanessa Williams (Wing)
2. "I Adore Ml Amore" Color
Me Badd (Giant)
3. "Romantic" Karyn White
(Wamer Bros.)
4. " It's So Hard to Say
Goodbye to Yesterday" Boyz
II Men (Motown)
5. "O.P.P." Naughty By Nature (Tommy Boy)

I"
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SCOTT
FLEMING
Sports
Editor

Athletes need
to overturn
date rape stats

I,

I was reading USA Today last
week, and I came upon an arti·
cle concerning athletes and
rape.
Most people have heard of the
controversy concerning former
heavyweight champion Mike
Tyson and an 18·year-old Mi~s
Black America contestant. But
he is not the only sports figure
being charged with rape.
• Five members of the St.
John's University lacrosse
team were charged with raping
a student. Three were acquitted
in early Augusl; two are
awaiting trial.
• Three former high school
football teammates in Glen
Ridge, N.J., were charged with
raping a mildly retarded
17·year·old girl. Their case is
still in the courts.
• Four members of the
Washington Capitals hockey
team were investigated after a
17-year-old girl accused them of
rape. The players were not
indicted.
The athletes themselves proclaim as their defense having
"group sex."
This phenomenon has been
spreading like the plague
throughout college campuses
all over the United States.
One idea is that while these
athletes are in college, they are
taught that the only way to
play is to win - and never to
lose.
If this is ~he case, the l\thl.e te
might, for instance, go to a par·
ty and meet a young woman ..
He takes her back to his room,
but she says no to sex. Then,
the athlete, who is taught never
to accept anything negative,
proceeds to commit rape.
Many athletes say it is hard
for some to distinguish from
competition and the "I can't accept losing" attitude outside
the realm of competition.
Male bonding is another idea
about why there ru·e gang
rapes. Research has shown
repeatedly that on college cam·
puses, fraternities and athletes
are the most likely groups to
commit gang rapes.

This sequence shows just how tough a s port rodeo is. On the left, Racer rodeo team member
Stan Maclin seems to be in control as he rides a bull during practice at the MSU Expo Center.
However, on the right, Maclin's situation takes a tum for the worse.

jRodeo contestants have hard ride
By SCOTT FLEMING
Sports Editor

• . Grab your boots and get you1· hat, the
J'rodeo season is under way with the

l'team in Poteau, Okla., this weekend.
Rodeos usually last about three days
and are broken down into two main
categories: rough stock and timed
events.
Rough tstock events consist of
J bareback riding, saddle bronc riding
and bull riding.
In bareback riding, the rider does not
use a saddle; he holds on to a suitcaselike handle on the horse while it bucks
for eight seconds.
The rough stock events are judged on
a 100-point scale, 50 points for the
eight-second time period and 50 points
for the animal. So, even though you
.last through the time period, i.f your
animal does not buck well, you will
j have points deducted.
1 "That's what's called the 'luck of the
draw,' " said Stan Maclin, a junior
agriculture/business major from
·+Capetown, Mo. "They write your name
down in the ot·der that you entered,
· and then they usually pull a name and

I

,.

a number out of a hat and just go down
the line. Whatever bull you draw is the
bull you ride,'' Maclin said.
Saddle bronc consists of riding a
horse with a saddle while the horse
bucks. "It is originally why rodeos
started," said David Sharp, a junior
agriculture/economics major from
Jonesboro, Ga. "It was used to break a
(wild) horse, but now it's used in
rodeos," said Sh8!J>, who is MSU Rodeo
Club president.
T
Bull riding is the same as bareback
riding, except that contestants ride a
bucking bull instead of a horse.
Timed events consist of calf roping,
steer wrestling and team roping.
In calf roping, the calf is released
first and the contestant second. The
contestant must rope the calf around
the neck, get off his horse and tie
another rope around any three of the
calf's legs. He then signals he is finished to stop the timing.
"The horse has to do probably 75 percent ofthe work on his own," said Scott
M o o r e , a s o p h o m o r e
agriculture/business major from
Georgetown, Ohio. "You come out and

track a calf that is about 250 pounds
and rope him around the neck. The
horse comes to a complete stop, you
throw yoU!' calf down and tie three legs
together and signal that you're done,"
Moore said.
Team 1·oping takes two people. One
person must rope the horns of the cattle and then wrap the rope around the
saddle horn, while the other person
ropes the. feet. 'then both hav.e their
horses back up to take up tlie slack and
make the bull fall. Time is called when
all four legs of the cow are off the
ground.
Steer wrestling also takes two people. The object is for the participant to
catch. the bull while on his horse and
then JUmp off the horse, grab the bull
and literally throw him down by hand
until all four legs are off the ground.
The other person, called a "hazer,"
keeps the steer running straight.
"It's said to be kind of like getting on
the running board of a truck doing 35
mph and jumping off on a mailbox,"
Moore said.
Injuries are no strangers to rodeo
participants. Broken ribs and teeth or

ankle problems are among the most
common among the rough stock
events. Knee operations are also com·
mon, and so are amputated fingers.
"Sports Illustrated proclaimed that
bull riding is one of the most
dangerous sports in the world," Maclin
said.
''You figure if a 2,000-pound bul1
can't get you with his head or his
horns, he still has got his feet," Maclin
said.
·
But these guys have not just witnessed it; they have lived it.
"One time a bull put me inside of his
spin (while bucking) and threw me
off,'' Sharp said. "When 1 was trying to
get up, he came back around and headbutted me right in the face and knockcd me about 15 yards."
"The first time I ever got hung up,"
Maclin said, "and 1 couldn't get to my
feet. I got up underneath him, but my
hand was still up on his back and he
stomped on me about four times. He
caught me in the back of the head and
in the leg, and I couldn't move my arm
for about a day. I thought he had
broken my arm."

I
I

Racers to play State
By J OHN WRIGHT

FOOTBALL

Assistant Sports Editor

The one thing that frightened
Racers to death in the
the
1
preseason has become a reality:
!injuries - a lot of injuries.
: Going into Saturday's game
lagainst Ohio Valley Conference
:opponent Tennessee State in
INashville, the Racers have nine
Rlayers suffering from injuries.
The most serious injury is the
broken arm sustained by tight
end Matt Havill in Murray
State's 35-3 setback at Middle
Tennessee State last week. As a
result, Havill, who had been
one of the bright spots for the
Racer offense, is out for the
season. ,
The Racers still have five
receivers, though, even with
the loss of Havill. Among them
is wide out David Redmond,
who leads the Racers in total

!

yards receiving this year.
"We'll miss Matt, that's a big
loss for us," Redmond said.
"But all of our receivers catch
the ball really well. I think we
can get the job done."
The Middle game also was
painful for quarterback Tremain Lewis, who suffered a
bruised leg. Fortunately for the
Racers, though, Lewis' injury
does not appear to be serious.
Head coach Mike Mahoney said
that Lewis should be available
against TSU should the need
arise. Kevin Proctor will start
in place of Lewis on Saturday.
"All of these injuries have
brought up the situation of so·
meone else's injury presenting
an opportunity for someone to

~
L

"Coach Mahoney hasn't
brought it up yet, but I've been
thinking about it," said Racer
defensive back Pete Roston,
who created one of the few
positive aspects last week
against MTSU when be intercepted two Blue Raider
passes.

Taekwondo students
preparing for tourney

~

Reporter

"To train both the mind
and body" is but one of the
many principles that adorn
''This tournament is prothe walls of the Murray
bably the turning point for
Taekwondo studio, but it is
us. This could really make a
perhaps the one Tung Dinh
name in the sport for Murray
tries hardest to instill in his
State if we do well," Dinh
students.
said.
Seven of his students,
"We train one hour in class
freshmen Andy Anderson,
each day, practicing for the
H.L. Russman and William
tournament," he said.
Rhemus; sophomore Michael
"Afterward, the students
Delaney; junior Scott
run and do other exercises to
Bazzell; and seniors John
Moorman and Tamara · help improve their endurance. It's like the piano,
Storm will accompany Dinh
you don't just play the song
to Chicago on Saturday for
once, you go home and play
the 16th National Collegiate
and play and play. It's the
Taekwondo Championships.
same way for this."
This year is the first that

Roadwoes

After recording two consecutive victories over
conference foes Middle Tennessee, 15·8, 1614 and15-10, and Tennessee Tech 16-14, 155and15-10, last weekend, the Lady Racers
found that the No.1 position in the OVC is
envied, especially by newcomers.
The Otahkians of Southeast Missouri claimed
the top spot in the conference with a victory over
Murray State in straight sets 15-9, 15-11 and
15-13.
Story on page 14
Heather Huhn

the tournament has been
open to non-black belts and
the first year that Murray
has participated in it.

By KRIS LAWRENCE
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Racer of the Week

!

Heather Huhn, a senior from Eaton
Rapids, Mich., was chosen Racer of
the Week and OVC Women's Runner
bf the Week for her performance at the
(\ustin Peay Cross Country Invitational
at Fort Campbell Sept. 27.
I Huhnwontheindlvidualtltlein 17:17.3
and crossed the finish line just ahead
bf teammates Rebecca Mizener,
p:21.1, and Kendra Hedlund, 17:59.7.
Huhn's victory was the first by an
SU runner this season, and her effort
elped the team to a second-place
nish with 34 points, narrowly edged
ut by Middle Tennessee's 30 points.

be a good football player, which
is why these guys have come
here," Mahoney said.
As the Racers journey to
Nashville, they will be looking
to improve on their 1-3 record.
They will also be looking to exact a measure of revenge,
however, on the Tigers, who not
only spoiled the Racers' 1990
Homecoming by winning 23-17
but also tried to extend that
margin at the end of the game
by throwing the ball instead of
just running out the clock.

Nigel Clay is serving 10 years
for rape. He played football at
the University of Oklahoma.
He has been quoted as saying ,
that more than half of the
players "felt as if we were
above the law."
If you think the pressure is
not on athletics and/or athletes,
think about how you spend
your Sunday afternoons in the
winter months. Are you out doing something or watching your
favorite NFL team on
television?
There is hope, though. At the
University of Arkansas, the
athletes are required to attend
workshops on date rape. Dr.
Tom Jackson, psychology professor, instructs athletes to
avoid situations that could lead
to sexual assault.
No matter what the cause, if
we educate the student athletes
on campuses throughout the
United States, we can
eliminate these terrible crimes
being committed.

Racers honored

lntramurals' best

Two Racer athletes received OVC
honors for superior individual contributions to their respective teams.
OVC Player of the Week Jill Doty, a
senior from Hoopeston, Ill., recorded
47 kills and 49 digs in three matches as
outside hitter for the Lady Racer volleyball team and served eight aces during
the week.
Chris Barrigar won the S-mile individual event of the Austin Peay Cross
Country Invitational in 26:25.7 and was
named OVC's Men's Runner of ttie
Week. Barrigar is a juniorfrom Jacksonville, Fla.

Mike Gowan, a third baseman for
Alpha Tau Omega, and Melissa Webster of the Landsharks in the Women's
Recreation league were chosen Campus Recreation's Male and Female Athlete s of the Week.
Gowan, a junior finance major from
Boonville, Ind., contributed to Alpha
Tau Omega's 7-1 record and first-place
tie in the Interfraternity Council Softball
League this season.
We bster, a junior physical education
major from New Ulm, Minn., became
only the third person this season to hit
a home run in the women's league.
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Pikes win
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RAINBOW SNO
Now Serving Hot Dogs
Big Dogs with Mustard, Relish or Onions
EXTRAS
Chill
.25¢
Cheese
.25¢
Sauerkraut
.25¢
Chill Bum
$1.00
Cokes Small .50¢
Large .75¢

By JOHN WRIGHT
Assistant Sports Editor

Photo by DON

MCCUISTON

Racer volleyball players Jody Price, 7 1 and Jill Ooty 1 10, show
their excitement about scoring a point during Murray State' s
victory over Middle Tennessee last weekend.

Racers im·prove to 3-1
in conference games
By HEATHER CROZE
Reporter

The Lady Racers moved from No.1 to No.2 in Ohio Valley
Conference play during the past week.
The Lady Racers defeated Middle Tennessee 15·8, 16-14
and 15-10 and Tennessee Tech 16-14, 15-5 and 15-10 in three
straight games apiece. Saturday night's win moved t he
Racers to No. 1 in conference play.
"The key to the win was the team's desire to be No.1," said
volleyball coach Oscar Segovia. "We really want to be a conference contender, and that was the motivation for this team
Friday and Saturday. You can't coach those emotions."
" On the road," he said, "we have everything to lose. I told
them the only thing they need to pack in their suitcases is
their defense. Once we have defense, then everything else
will fall into place. In volleyball, it's kill or be killed."
"I'm very positive and excited about this team," Segovia
said. " Our home crowd also helps to motivate us. I would like
to thank the fans that supported us this past weekend at
home. The fans always help us win."
Tuesday night the Lady Racers quickly fell from the No. 1
slot by losing to Southeast Missouri in three straight games
9-15, 11-15 and 13-15. The loss moves the Racers to No. 2 in
the OVC.

When the two largest fraternities meet on an intramurals
playing field, the event is
usually a very competitive
affair.
When they meet with first
place on the line, however, it
becomes more than a game. It
becomes an all-out war.
When Alpha Tau Omega and
Pi Kappa Alpha met Monday
night for the Interfraternity
Council softball crown, it was
war.
The Pikes had to fight back
from a five-run deficit in the
fourth inning to defeat the
ATOs 15-11 and forge a tie with
them for the IFC crown. Both
teams ended the season with
7-1 records.
Pike third baseman Brian
Van Horn said Monday's victory gave his team a measure of
revenge after the ATOs knocked out the Pikes in the twilight
softball tournament two weeks
ago.
"I think revenge would be a
good word for it," Van Horn
said. "We had something to prove in this game after they beat
us in the tournament. We were
uptight when we played them
in the tournament."
Van Horn said that Monday's
win was important because it
gives the Pikes first-place
points in the IFC all-sports
standings.
"We'11 give them (ATOs) all of
the tournament wins t hey
want," he said. "It's the (IFC)
league points that we're concerned about. It's a big accomplishment for us."
A mostly Pike crowd of about
100 witnessed the encounter at
the Murray-Callaway County
Park softball complex. Van
Horn said that the support the
Pikes received was a big help.
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FREE CONSULTATION
50% DISCOUNT
EASY, LOW PAYMENT PLANS
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The Brothers of Wiri6ila Chi Alpha
would like to anJWunce the 1991
Fcill ASsociate class

$1 .50

<. ·

Open Mon·Frl

9a.m.-6p.m.
: ... : Sat. 9a.m. -1 p.m.

HOLLYWOOD
WEIGHT LOSS CUNIC
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 3
204 South 5th street
Murray, Ky.

...

VISA and

MASTERCARD
ACCEPTED

753-1044

Jeff Beach
Joe Bell
Kevin Bennett

Jay Brien
Rob Carson
Mike Davenport
Sean Finnegan
Matt Gross
Steve Harper;-

Congratulations. . . . Have a Great Semester

NOTICE TO PLAINTIFF CLASS
A class action has been certified by the Franklin Cirruit Court in
the matter of JULIE PINCOMBE et at vs. COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY,
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE et a! Franklin Cirruit Court, Division NO. 1, Civil Action
No. 91-CI-01097. The Court has defined the Plaintiff Class to consist of all students who
are or will be enrolled by September 1, 1991 , at any institution of higher education In the
Commonwealth of Kentucky which is subject to the requirements of KRS 304.18-115. All
full-time students ate included in the class and part-time students participating in least
seventy-five percent (75%) of the full-time curriculum.
The above styled class action is before the Franklin Circuit Court to determine the
constitutionality of KRS 304.18-115: a state stature requiring that all full-time students
and part-time students enrolled in at least seventy-five (75%) if the full-time curriculum at
any public or independent institution of higher education in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky, must provide proof of medical health insurance or purchase same to remain
eligible for enrollment past September 1, 1991 . The Franklin Cirruit Court has entered a
temporary injunction staying enforcement of KRS 304.18-1 15 pending the outcome of
this class action.
As a member of the defined Plaintiff Class you have the right to request
that the Court exclude you from the class. Requests for exclusion from the class trust be
In writing, and mailed, certified mail - return receipt requested , to the attention of the Hon.
Judge Joyce C. Albro, Franklin Circuit Court, 218 St. Clair Street, Frankfort, Kentucky
40601 . REQUESTS FOR EXCLUSION MUST BE RECEIVED NO LATER October31.
1991.
Any member of the class who does not request exclusion may enter an appearance in
this class action through personal counsel. Any judgment whether favorable or not. will
bind all members who do not request exclusion form the class.

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet
r-------------------------~
~~\!@!)BUFFET
SPECIAL • :
l
2 all-you-can-eat
99 :
1
lunch buffets ·
1

$5

I

•ortnks not included - special good through 10/18/91

I

L-------------------------~

r-------------------------~
:
• BUFFET SPECIAL•:
:
2 all-you-can-eat
99 :
1
Dinner buffets
1

$6

I

•Drtnka not tncluded - s pedal good through 10/18/91

I

L-------------------------~

Lunch Buffet: Mon day thru Saturday, 11 a .m.-2 p.m.: Sunday. noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday thru Sunday. 5 p.m.-8:30p.m.
'
Must present coupon when ordering.

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99

...............................

Chestnut Street

753-6656

..•
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SCOREBOARD
RECEIVING • Murray State, Miller 34,
Minnich 28, Redmoncl23, Moeby 22.
Sypho 10, McGowa'l 7. Middle
Tennessee, Dartc 61, P.-ka 51,
Cart1)bell 46, James 37, Crowder 29.

lndlyldyal Lfldtra
KILLS • Doty 1<4, Morthland 12, Brown
9, a.lr 8, Price 8, Donnelly 2, o..worth
1.
ASSISTS • Donnelly 22, Rubio 18, Ba1r

CH<lSS C<H I ~THY

DIGS· Doty 10, Belt 9, Morthland 8,
Donnelly 7, Brown 7, Rubio <4, Price 3,
Deerworth 1.

Eastern Kentucky

3-0 (3-1)
1-0 (3-1)

Austin Peay

Middle Tennessee
Murray State
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Southeast Missouri
Tennessee State

2·1
0-1
•o-1
0-1

(2·1)
(1-3)
(0-4)
(0-4)

Men's results In the AutJtln PtNJy State
University Cro88 Country lnvltaiJonal 6rdltlnm at Fort CambtHI, Ky., &1pt. 27.

L.aly Rllotn v.. Tent»aee T«Jh at the
North Gym Sept. 28.

0-2 (0-5)
·o-2 (0-5)

• T_ _ ..... e-ne._~ ..... .,.,
~ ...... gi!IMW. w..m~-

........ eomr.r-v--.

QYQ AU.
6-1 (7-7)

Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Middle Teneasee
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee :rech
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Tennessee State

3·1
2-1
1· 1
1-2
0-1

(5·9)
(3·11)
(5-10)
(1-13)

(6-6)
0·2 (4-7)

0-4 (3-8)

f'(l(lTBAl.L
llld•e Tenn..... 35
llumly State 3

21
0

Team Finishes
1. Murray State
2. OaYid Upeooni>

31

3. Mldcle Tennessee
<4. Aullin Peay

~~

5. Tenneeaee Tec:h

124

34

7
3

7

0

o

0

MTSU • 016\eon, 12, IU'I (Pelrtl
kick).
'
MTSU • Oulson, 17, IU'I (Paerll
kick).
.

28:25.7
28 :37 .8
28:48.5
28:50.5
28:57.2
27:10.7
27:18.8
27:23.7
27:37.0
27:41.2

"""*

Other Racer Flnlabare
27:49.8
13th
28:00.6
14th
J.K. Leseure
Matt MalkeYich

28:18.7
28:39.4
29:03.4

15th

Nelll<lenwl
Ray Egbert
Kevin ward

20th

2Srd

Team Finishes
1. Mldc:le Tenneaee
2. Murray State
3. Southeast Mlssourl

3)

34

tM
8B
109
185

4. Austin Peay

5. Tennessee Tech
8. David Upsconi>

MTSU - Duleon, 4, run (Pelrll

kick).
MSU - 011, 32, field goal.

Top 10 Finishers

MTSU - C~. 12, IU'I (Petrll
kk:k}.

MTSU - Dunson, 2. run (Petrlll
kick).
MSU
Flr.t Downs.................. 18
Rushea/ Yatds........ 48/182
Passing..................... 124
CompJAttJlnt. ......1212811
Total Offense..............306
Penaltlea/ Yards .........4125
Punta/ Yarda............4/1 <40

1. Chris Barrlgar IISU
2. John Ackerman IISU
3 . Carl Dillard
IISU
4. Jon Bul1erfteld
ow
5. Wea Wllama
OW
6. Southeast M!asourt
7. Barry McGraw
ow
llU
a
Mugbel
9. Jeff Llngwall
MTSU
10. Dan Dragonrrire
ow

Wotn~WJ'S TNUits In 1M AU8IIn P-.y
State Unlvel'8lty Cross Country
ltwltatJonal 2.8-K fUll at Fct1 C8nfJbell,
Ky., ~trbflr 27.

I

IITSU
IISU

!

Tap 10 Flnllhtra

volleyball Standings

MTSU
3l

481311
235
1412112

548
8188
010

...

17:17.3
17:21.1
17:37.4
17:38.3
17:43.3
17:47.9
17:159.7
18:17.9
18:31 .1
18:34.1

1. Heather Huhn

MSU
IISU
3. ~Sames
MTSU
4. Dlt~~ne De Oliveira MTSU
5. Lea White
MTSU
6. l<lya Thomas
MTSU
7. Kendra Hedlund MSU
8. Jule Dallman
APSU
9. Alison Staples
SEMO
10. Mente Caldwel
T1V

2. A e t . a -

......, I

....._ •

lilondiiiJ

7

T.-cllf I

W.o-da)' I

Thuntde)' 10

Melody Helgel8on
LaSenna Powell
Beth Stocker
Healher Hunm

11th
13th
32nd

18:<WI.6
18:49.3
21:45.9

38th

25:<49.8

16

15

15

14

5

10

Volleyball
Men's

CroasCountry

lndlyldyal L11dt[J
KILLS • Doty 15, Brown 8, Rubio 4,

Women's

Balr 3, Prices, Mof1hla'1d 2, Connely 1,

CrossCountry

o..wooh1.
ASSISTS • Donnelly 1S, Rubio 11 ,
Higtald-4.
DtoS • Doty 17, Balr 16, Donnelly 13,
Rubio 8, Morthland 6,
{wllh 1}
HlgNand, Oetlllda, Prtce.

*Men's

Tennis

Elder"·

Women's

Tennis
MSU
SEMO

9

11

13

15

15

15

Golf

lndlyldyal L11dtra

Rifle

KILLS • Doty 12, Balr 7, Pr1ce 5,
Morthland 4, Brown 2, Donnelly 1, Rubio

1.

Rodeo

ASSISTS • Domelly 13, Rubio 11 ,
Doty 3, Moi'ttUnd 1.
DIGS· Ooty 11, Balr 11, Rubio 7,
0onne1y e, MorttUnc~ "· Brown 4, Price

2.

TE:\~IS
,_,.

d,. 22nd ArtiWJIII,...,.. Slate

T.,..

UrtNwaJfy lnvltllllotw/111 , . Bennie

Purr»>

Sigma Ph! Epsilon
9. Delta Sigma Phi

•

8. YartH'ough d. Alen UL 8-0, 3-8, 81; VIII Milone TTU 6-2, 6-1 ; 11m
Ple8la'1t EKU 8-3, 8-3.

Jimmie Brooks
llartln Janaton
Jan Frledrlckaon
lllke Hall
Scott Yarbrough

IISU
IISU
MSU
MSU
MSU

lndlyldyal Rtayltl • Doyblta

1. Schrf(lker/Steve Rueff
2. ery.. BoardmaniEttc Krupa
3. Mark Beclkham'Rid'lle Allen

1. Schrec:ker UL d. Doug Hawthorne
1-e, e-2; AJ C8f'l1l08 nu
6-4;
Jeff Hechemy EKU 6-1,6-1 .

.r

3. Beckham/Allen UL d. Brook8/Andy
Poore 6-4, 2-8, 8-4; Dy«ll..ltlle EKU
6-S. 8-2; Maloner'Mu8a lTU 8·2, 6-4.

15

18

15

8

14

10

Unwed Fathera 4, Beer 14; NadtJ 0,
MINta Mark II 18; Makers Matk 11 5,
en.ek'l en.w 15; Nomads 15. Nads 2;
Froga From He• 19, Beer 20; Head
Hunterl14, Unwed Fa!hera 24; Unwed
Ftllhera 21, Froga From Hell 20; Beer
19, Held Huntets 9; Makers Mark II 8,
Nonw:tl22; Creek's Crew 18, Nads 16.

W:J.

Q-3

!H.
2-0
2-0
~ 0-1
0-1
0-2

().6

Sororltv

Upper Deck 22, Richmond Boya 9;
Plllytn' 4 Second 6, lJnchlllned 5.

4-0
3-1
3-2
2-1
2-2
1-2

3-0

2-0
1-1
0·2

1. Minted With Children
J .C. & the Boys
3. Power Failure
Left of Center
6. Sit& Spin

3-1
2-2
2-2
1-2

Uochlllned
6. Fence Flndera
7. Richmond 8oy8

W.:J.

Rocroallon-Mon

3-Q

4. Diamond Oevh

......
Softball resuJt. a.t ol Wedtwday.
October 2.

Rocroatlon-Women
1. Looae Geese
2. Landahar1<8
3. Off the Wall
4. Unl18d
6 . Killing Time

W-L
4-1

1. Upper Deck
2. With o..ne!vee
3. Playtn' 4 Second

11\TR..\\Il 'R .\I.S

5-2
4-2
3-3
2-5
1-5
0-7

6. Makers Mark II
7. Head Hunters
8. Nad8

NL Wtat

Fraternity
3. Jansson d. Awon Mc:Ouflln EKU 5-2.
1. Alpha Tau Omega
,.....; JoiW'I Spcnen TTU 2-8, 7-8, 7·
2. PI Kappa Alpha
5; Rueff U~ 5-7, 6-1,8-4.
3. ~Gamma Rho
4. Frledrlcklon d. Chad Dyer E.KU 6-1 , 4. Sigma Chi
8-0; Krupa UL 7-8, 6-1; Marcelo
5. Kappa Alpha
Chinn TTU 6-1, 6-3.
6. Lambda Chi Alpha

5. Frogs From Hell

Unknowns 5, Midnight SbUra 8; tin
to Handle 0, Schemln' Demone 18;
Schemln' Demons 11, Longbella 1;
Midnight Slrolc8ta 4, Baahen 10; Duck
Heada 14, Unknowna 4; Midnight
Strokera 3, Duck Headl18; Long Ball
9, H.rd to Hancle 13; Unknown1 12,
Baaherl7.

2.~Uld.

s-o. u,

~

Midnight StrokBra

Janaton/Frledrlckaon 8-<4, 8-7,
6·1; Hec:hemy/Patt EKU 7-5, 6-7, 7-8;
~hanea TTU 6-3,6-2.

u.
u.
u.

3. Unwed Fathers
4. Creek's Crew

4. L.ongbal!e
5. Duck Heads
6. Uokoowos

1. Sc:hrec::Mt/Rueff UL d.
Hawthome/Yarbrough 8-2, 5-7,
6-4; OorwHz/SpoiMn lTU 8-3, 6-3;
Dobnk:ker/Schaefer 8-3.

Sttdtd R11y1ta • Doubles

1-3
1-3

NL Eaat
1. Buber8
2. Sc:hemln' Demone
3. Hardt) Haocle

Cotm Sept. 28-211.

Stttcltd Ruulta • Slngl11
1. Andy Sc:tnc:Mr
U. of L
2.
3.
4.
5.
8.

7. Sigma PI

5. Hill d. Bert Utile EKU 8-0, 8-0;
Bedcham UL 8-2, 8-4; Mall Welech
lTU 6-4, 8-4.

2. 8I'OOka d. &l8do Oonzllea TTU 83, 2-6, 8-3; Chits Patt EKU 8-4, 6-4;
ao.dman UL 3-8, 6-3, 6-1.

\ '( lLLEYB.\I .I ,

MSU
MTSU

MSU
TTU

Football

lodlyldutl Auulta • Slngltt

Other Racer Flnllbtrs

RUSHING • Murray State, Cox 49,
Sypho 48, Lewlt <40, Reynoldl 27,
Mc:Goww\ 14, Proctor 12. Mldcle
Tennes.... ClfTllbel141, Culton 68,
Smith 37, Myert 24.
~ASSINO ·Murray State, Lewis 3-7-o
34, Proctort-19-1 90. Mldcle
Tennesaee, Holcomb 14·20-1 235,
Smith 0,.1·1 0•

Flldl)' 4

1.

Football Standings
QYQ

RACER SPORTS WED

AL Woat
1. Beer

W·L
5-1
5-1

Nomads

W:l..

1.AOI1
AM1
3. AI'A

4-0
4-0
2-2
1-3

4. 8£6
ABA
6. P.EE

1-3
0-4

CIASSIFIEDS
. PERSONALS
The White Hal Staff ia the
gteaiBstll Love, YourFearleaa

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

SIGMA CHI ·· Thank you for a
gnMltmlxer11Lave, AlphaDelta

L.ac:lea NIKE hiking boots, Size
6 112. Perfect condtlon, only
wom oncel Original co.t $80;
cut to ony $37. C817~71,
leave !!!!!!8g!·

Green Ann Chair Only $30.
Leevemeuageonanawerlng

Habltal for Humanity partnerlhlpoflndlvlduals ~ othen help themselvet, ttvough
team building ol hornet for
~ of the Mul'1'8y .....
Habftal for Humanity.

Eami26()0& F,_tl1ptMIIng
Spr1ng Break P~ to
Blhamu, Mexico, J8mllcl,
Aorldal Belt ~ & Pttc.l
Spring Break TnMII 1-800-

Wom8n SurnnwiY..rRound.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR
GUIDES, RECREATION

Leader.

Pl.

The Btothera ol Sigma Phi
Epellon would like to thank the
slttens of Theta Chi Delta for
their Interest and enthuslatm
at the House. September 18,

Jason. Te qulerol Angela

1991 . We'raloolclngforwarcUo
a graat HomecomingII

Hay you egg beater you I I'm
having an Identity a1tls be·
cause lt'a been eo long alnce
I'Ve teen you. Behavell.oYe,
the potato peeler.
Kim, I'm 10 proudofyouiYou'N
agnNtt Theta Chi Deltapledge
atKI a wondelfullllllsl Lave,
your big ala, Sheny.
MOochte, Hope you have a
great weekend. Good luck at
the 6K In AJ1cantaa. Your
Roomie, Ouentella.

Honey Bun, I love and miN
~I See you soon. Love, Dollbaby

K - Walked CNer any good
bridges lately?? - Guess
Who?

Zenith 288E L8pCcp ~
<40 MEG Hard drtve, 3.5 Inch
llopprf, VGAMonlllor, with prtna'

David, Hang In thereI You can
malcelt through this semester
and next semester too. Leigh

$2400 080. Cal782·2533.

ToJIIIA.,MollyM., andSaraS.
you all are awsome. Thanks
for everything. Jill E.

machine. 759-1000.
Drum Set. Snare, Ball, 3
Toms, ~HJ.Hat.2Cruh.

Ludwlng Foot Pedal. Refm
headt. $825 or best offer. Cal
782·2331.
Pyramid P1lue Ill Car Stareo
and Jenlen "8 X 9" spealaa.
Great ooncltlon. pl1oed low to
181. Don't wtitll Cal Todlyll

782-4503.

NOTICE

Chert and Clrqt, Thaoka for
being auch great friends

Kentucky Lakes Environmental Awarenesa Network
(K.LE.A.N.) will be holdng a
8honlllnehlkeOct.191nLB.L
to clean-up the lakee area.
lndvlcklala, clubs, soror11les
and fratamltlea, g~ are
needed. For more lnfonnallon
c:onlact Pamela Dawes at 7537838.
Announce your group ac:11vtty
ID 1!1 claaelftedl.

throughouttheyearaiYou~

are the beltI Love Mlc:tMH.
llna Maderos, Cofllnds on
being elected Campus Ughta
choreographef ~r 1992. w,e
are so proud of you. Love the
Sisters of Alpha Sigma Alpha.
The Slstera of AJpha Sigma ·.
AJpha would lll<e to thank AI·
pha Tau Omega for a great
Scawnger Hunt.

1be MutTay State News
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline...... Wed. 3 p.m.

Hours: Monday, Wedneaday and
Friday 2:30 - 5:00,Tu88day and Th...-sday 1-4 p.m.
Closed weekends and holidays.

Hwy641 N.

Tl.ln lett on

Hwy464
(follow Signa)
For Orden COl
MIICE 011 LADON
HAlEY
7S3-2861

HELP WANTED
FlEE TRAVEL, CASH, AND
EXCELLENT BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE!! Openlnga
avalllbleforlndMdualt orstudent organlzdona to promote
the country's moat aucceuful
SPRING BREAK toul"'. CaD
Inter-Campus Programa 1800-327-8013.

EARN $2,000 + FREE
SPRING BREAK TAIPSI
North America'• 11 SU:Ianl
Tour Openllor IMiclng mollvated ltUdenta, organlailont,
fratemltle8 and 101 c.w. ..
C8fl1)UI .............

pro-

moting Cancun, BllharMa,
o.ytonaandParwnaCiyiCIII
1-800-724-16561

P~El..

EJGCelent pay

plut FREE trawl. Carllbean,
Hawal, Betwnu, South Pacllc.Medco. CALLNOWI Cal
refundable. 1-208-738-7000,
Ext.355c.

*******************

Reaumes Typesetting and
Printing Fall '91 Special. 30
resumes and 30 sheets of'
L.etterhee.d Stallonwy for only

$00. Call Nowll 759-4450. Ask
for Bob.

*******************
FOR RENT

BUSINESS

SERVICES

Lake Front Cabin Pine Bluff-

Day (Min. 2 days) or Week.
w.ntled. Alw.tlona to do In By
my home. Experlenold AJ. Deposit Required. 753·9658.
t8l'8llon Lldy. N.wtothe.....
Phona 753-1378.

Get things donel Advertise In
the dasslfledsl

FREE SPRING BREAKTRIPS

to atudenta or atudent organ!·
zallons promoting our Spr1ng

Break Packages. Good Pay &
Fun. Call CMI. 1-8()()...4235284.

Do you tiave IOI"'lethhng to
eel? LAit the Munay St*
Nflwa daAftedl helpl

RATES

Witt MSU ID: 15e per ward

838-8786.

CruteiShlpJobi.Hrlng~

BUSINESS
SERVICES

WlhU MSU D: 20¢ per ward

INDEX

HOMECOMING
OU !frknt/.s are tlie '.Best j"rientls. . .
~r your

frietuls witn a persona£ cl4ssifid

aaflerti.semmt as tfJey Clime liorru to Murray State
for all tM ~ ktivities.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

1beMWfllf smae News

$1 cwattled

ltqJiJa 10.9-91

Over Twenty Worda
Witt MSU 10: 10f per ward
WlltlcU MSU ID: 15e per ward
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER ntE PHONE.
Ada may be mailed along with payment to:

Claaalfloda Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

-n•..••••••••••••••••••
All Ray-Bans I
20%off
I
p!us $5 off witli i
tliis coupon
I
I

..
. ..
1 ............................

Wl1'8 TBII COIJIION

141[ GOLD
IIEJlRINGBONE

7" BRACEJ.ET

1310 MAIN ST.

Summers Optical
())ymplc Ftam

753-rnm

i
I

............~................mn••................

n.
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Undecided About A Major,

1

A«end

-,1:

1

I
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I ·

I·
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11

I
I
·. I

I

I
I1
1

Tuesday, Oct. 29
;A .
9 a.m.-~ p.m.
Curris Center B~

II
1

I
, L........

Call 762-6951 for more infonnation
1
................................................~..........................1

murniRt&w~vrr&vrrrm uNrrwrmrn~rr~w
{l

~

*

~~&rn,o~~£Ji~f~J1JIID)
I81@11IJICC@11IIIN~

J}

""

Saturday, Oct. 12
Thursday, Oct.lO

9:30a.m. -HOMECOMING PARADE
(Main Street)

HOMECOMING
QUEEN
ELECTIONS

1:30 p.m. - PRE-GAME FESTIVITIES
(Crowning of~een)

2:30p.m. - MSU vs. UT-MARTIN

HOMECOMING T-SHIRTS
FOR SALE
$5.00
SGAOFFICE

~

